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Abstract
This document explains the product installation and configuration instructions applicable to the
HPE NFV System. It also includes the installation and configuration instructions for different value-
add packs delivered along with the NFV System. The intended audience is technical personnel
trained in the NFV System and who are responsible for installing the NFV System at the customer
site or factory.
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Introduction to NFV System
The NFV (Network Function Virtualization) System is an integrated, deployment-ready NFV hardware and
software platform, which is simple to order, deploy, and support.

The NFV System family of solutions provides a complete foundation for CSPs (Communication Service
Providers) to host network functions in an NFV environment. CSPs can confidently deploy NFV solutions
based on a preconfigured ETSI-compliant (European Telecommunications Standards Institute) architecture
that is optimized for Telco applications. The NFV System is interoperable with the third-party VNF (Virtual
Network Function) providers in the HPE OpenNFV program, assuring a broad base of innovation and "best-
in-class" solution possibilities. The NFV System building blocks are offered in "right-sized" bundles of tested
and pre-integrated hardware and software that allow the CSPs to start their NFV journey as small as needed
and scale up as the demand grows.

The following schematic figures illustrate the hardware and software components of the NFVI layer for the
NFV System Enclosure Starter Kit (1 and 2 Enclosures), which are highlighted within the red dashed line in
the NFV architecture schematic figure.

Figure 1: NFVI layer for Enclosure Starter Kit - 1 Enclosure (1 to 16 Nodes)
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Figure 2: NFVI layer for Enclosure Starter Kit - 2 Enclosure (2 to 32 Nodes)

The VIM and PIM layers, part of NFV Control plane, provision and manage the HPE servers, storage, and
network of the NFVI layer.

The Compute plane, also known as Data plane, hosts the VNF workloads (VMs) in the NFV System. The VNF
workloads are hosted on the c7000 enclosures. The quantity of the blades and enclosures vary based on the
procured kit type.

The following schematic figures show the high-level hardware connectivity for the NFV System Enclosure
Starter Kit (1 and 2 Enclosures) and the DC version.
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Figure 3: Network connectivity in Enclosure Starter Kit - 1 Enclosure
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Figure 4: Network connectivity in Enclosure Starter Kit - 2 Enclosures
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Figure 5: Network connectivity in Enclosure Starter Kit - 1 Enclosure (DC version)

Scope
The NFV System installation includes the following components:

• NFV infrastructure or hardware components

◦ Enclosure Starter Kit - Gen9 Enclosure-based (AC Version) 1 to 16 Nodes

NOTE:

The Enclosure starter kit (1 enclosure) supports maximum of 5 regions. For more information,
contact your Hewlett Packard Enterprise Customer Support.

◦ Enclosure Starter Kit - Gen9 Enclosure-based (AC Version) 2 to 32 Nodes

NOTE:

Enclosure starter kit (2 enclosures) supports maximum of 2 regions. For more information,
contact your Hewlett Packard Enterprise Customer Support.

◦ Enclosure Starter Kit - Gen9 Enclosure-based (DC Version) 1 to 16 Nodes
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NOTE:

The Enclosure starter kit (1 enclosure) supports maximum of 5 regions. For more information,
contact your Hewlett Packard Enterprise Customer Support.

• PIM (Physical Infrastructure Management) components

◦ HPE OneView 3.00.05 - used for completing the following tasks for the NFV System Enclosure Starter
Kit through server profiles that contains BIOS, boot order, boot mode, and RAID configurations (only for
controllers):

– Controllers

– Monitor NPOS controllers
– Manager VIM, MML, and storage servers

– Computes

Adds (based on regions)

- Networks

- Network sets

- Logical interconnect groups

- Enclosure groups

- Enclosures (1 or 2 enclosures)
◦ OpenSAF 5.1 (Open Service Availability Forum) - OpenSAF is an open source project focused on

Service Availability (SA) that goes beyond High Availability (HA) requirements. The goal of the
OpenSAF project is to develop middleware that is based on open and industry standard interfaces for
applications requiring uninterrupted 24 x 7 service. OpenSAF is used to provide high availability for the
Control Plane components of the NFV System.

• ELK stack - known as Elastic Stack, stands for Elasticsearch, Logstash, and Kibana.

◦ Elasticsearch - is an indexing, storage, and retrieval engine used for deep search and data analytics.
Developed in Java, it provides multi-tenant capability and full text search engine.

◦ Logstash - is a tool to collect, process, and forward events and log messages. It is essentially used for
centralized logging, log enrichment, and parsing.

◦ Kibana - is a browser-based data analytics and display interface that enables creation of dashboards.
◦ HAProxy - is an open-source software used for TCP/HTTP reverse proxy load balancing.
◦ KeepAliveD - is an open-source software that is used to achieve high-availability by assigning two or

more nodes in a virtual IP. It monitors the nodes and initiates failover when one goes down. It also
helps with load balancing.

ELK or Elastic Stack is used for collecting and managing server logs.
• VIM (Virtualized Infrastructure Manager) components

◦ HCG 4.0 (Helion Carrier Grade) - used for provisioning and managing VNFs or VMs of CSPs that
require carrier-grade performance, reliability, and manageability.

◦ Value-add packs - The following value-add packs are available in VIM:

– Automation of HCG compute node add-on - used for automating the incremental addition of
compute nodes into HCG 4.0.

– CLI (Command Line Interface) Tool - A command line interface tool for polling the status of all
NFV System Solution components. It includes the status of all hardware and major services that
runs on the application.

– NFV System Console - GUI-based centralized Management Console for the NFV System
components. It provides the deployment and health view of NFV System components.
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NFV System Installation Prerequisites
IMPORTANT:

Before proceeding with the installation of NFV System, see HPE NFV System Release Notes for Helion
OpenStack Carrier Grade for details about certain procedures that must be performed before NFV
System installation.

The following are the prerequisites for the NFV System installation:

• An updated and verified CID (Customer Intent Document) from the Online CID tool.

The CID contains customer and customer-site specific-parameters for all the NFV system components,
which drives the automation of NFV System Starter Kit Installation for its first use. The CID document must
be updated with all the required parameters (based on kit type and regions supported) and verified before
the installation can begin. For more information on CIDs, contact the Hewlett Packard Enterprise Support
team.

• Trained personnel

The personnel responsible for the NFV System Starter Kit setup must be trained in NFV System
components and installation procedures and also be familiar with the hardware and software components
used.

IMPORTANT:

For detailed information on the hardware and software requirements before proceeding with NFV
system installation for HCG, see HPE NFV System Compatibility Matrix for Helion OpenStack Carrier
Grade.

• Pre-installation tasks

Complete the following tasks before beginning the NFV System installation

NOTE:

For obtaining the host images of the NFV System, contact the Hewlett Packard Enterprise Support
team.

◦ Activate the licenses and retrieve the license keys. For more information about licensing, see HPE NFV
System License Registration Guide.

◦ Visually verify that the components match the BOM.
◦ Access and understand the Port Map Connectivity Document. This document defines the physical

cabling and the port connectivity between the NFV hardware components for the NFV System
Enclosure Starter Kit and the NFV System Rackmount Starter Kit. For more information about port map
connectivity, contact the Hewlett Packard Enterprise Support team.

◦ Core Switch/L3 (Layer 3) Switch VLAN configuration is required per the CID.
◦ To setup ELK cluster using master installer, enable the following parameter in the CID:

mml_controllers = 1
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Initial Hardware Installation and Configuration
The NFV System installation includes the following initial hardware installation and configuration tasks:

• Physical cabling and connectivity
• Assigning IP Address to iLOs for DL Servers
• Manual BIOS and RAID configuration for Controller 1 and 2

◦ Configuring DL BIOS for Control Servers and iLO Names
◦ Manual RAID Configuration for NPOS DLs

• Initial manual configuration of 5900 switches
• Initial manual configuration of 5950 switches
• Initial c7000 enclosure configuration
• Initial manual configuration of 6125 switches

Physical Cabling or Connectivity
Port map defines the connectivity of different switches and server. The port map:

• Describes which ports of the server are connected to which port of different switches.
• Uses switches as a reference point indicating which port of switch is connected to which port of server.
• Contains the information about the switch number, destination machine or server to which the switch is

connected, and destination port in each of the columns.

For the Port Map and Port Connectivity Diagram documentation, contact the Hewlett Packard Enterprise
Support team.

Assigning IP Address to iLOs for DL Servers
To assign IP address to iLOs for DL servers:

1. Connect to the DL servers through the serial cable.
2. Boot the server.
3. To select System Utilities, press F9.
4. Navigate to System Configuration > iLO configuration status > Network options.
5. Enter the IP address for the DL servers. For the information about the IP address, see Configuring DL

BIOS for Control Servers and iLO Names.

Initial Manual Configuration of 6125 Enclosure Blade
Switches

This section explains the initial manual configuration of the following 6125 enclosure blade switches on Seed
VM:

• Enclosure1-Interconnect-Bay3
• Enclosure1-Interconnect-Bay4
• Enclosure1-Interconnect-Bay5
• Enclosure1-Interconnect-Bay6
• Enclosure2-Interconnect-Bay3
• Enclosure2-Interconnect-Bay4
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• Enclosure2-Interconnect-Bay5
• Enclosure2-Interconnect-Bay6

1. For Enclosure 1 Blade Switches and Enclosure 2 Blade Switches refer to the CID values for Enclosure
1 for each 6125 Switch from the 6125_switch sheet.

The configuration parameter mapping the corresponding fields between CID and Manual command are
shown in the following screenshot.

NOTE:

The Mgmt IP internal network and Mgmt IP internal net mask IP address are used to configure the
6125-1, 6125-2, 6125-3 and 6125-4 switches.

2. SSH to Active OA of Enclosure 1 and Enclosure 2.

3. To perform initial manual configuration of

• Enclosure1-Interconnect-Bay3
• Enclosure1-Interconnect-Bay4
• Enclosure1-Interconnect-Bay5
• Enclosure1-Interconnect-Bay6
• Enclosure2-Interconnect-Bay3
• Enclosure2-Interconnect-Bay4
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• Enclosure2-Interconnect-Bay5
• Enclosure2-Interconnect-Bay6

a. Using the input variables from the CID, perform the initial configuration of Enclosure X Interconnect
Bay 3 by following the steps as displayed in the screenshot and compile the commands in a sequence.

NOTE:

Enclosure X is for Enclosure 1 and Enclosure 2.

b. Run the connect interconnect 3 command for all the interconnect bays from 3 to 6.
c. Press ctrl+c to enter the switch prompt. Ensure that the <HPE> prompt is displayed.
d. To verify the success of the manual configuration (of each switch individually), perform the following

steps:

I. At the <HPE> prompt, type dis irf and press Enter. The following information is displayed.

II. At the <HPE> prompt, type dis startupand press Enter. The following information is displayed.

NOTE:

If the dis irf command does not display the required values, perform the cleanup
operations. For more information about the 6125 switch cleanup procedure, see the
Interconnect Bay Switch IRF Configuration section in HPE NFV System Enclosure Starter Kit
Installation and Configuration Guide for Helion OpenStack Carrier Grade.
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Manual BIOS and RAID configuration for NPOS Controller 1
and 2

To manually perform BIOS and RAID configurations:

1. Log into the first DL controller (identified for Seed Host installation as per the rack diagram) using the iLO
through Internet Explorer with the primary username and password.

2. Set the iLO hostname to <Kit-ID>–NFVSYS-NPOSCTL1

where <Kit-ID> can be any one of the following based on the region and VIM type:

• mstre116n (1 Enclosure with CEPH for 1 region)
• mstre116n5r (1 Enclosure with CEPH for 2 to 5 regions)
• mstre232n (2 Enclosures with CEPH for 2 regions)
• mstre116nhcgvsa (1 Enclosure with VSA for 1 region)
• mstre116n5rhcgvsa (1 Enclosure with VSA for 2 to 5 regions)
• mstre232nhcgvsa (2 Enclosures with VSA for 2 regions)

3. Configure the BIOS settings. For detailed procedure on configuring the BIOS settings, see Configure DL
BIOS for Control Servers and iLO Names.

4. Perform the RAID configuration. For detailed procedure on manual RAID configuration, see Manual RAID
Configuration for NPOS DLs.

5. Log into the second DL controller using the iLO through Internet Explorer with the primary username and
password.

6. Repeat the steps 3 and 4 for Controller 2.

Configure DL BIOS for Control Servers and iLO Names
iLO details and default credentials

To configure the DL BIOS and iLO names, see the following tables:

Table 1: iLO details and default credentials for AC kit 1 to 16 Compute Nodes (1
Enclosure) and 2 to 32 Compute Nodes (2 Enclosure) and Controllers

Server use type Sample Physical Rack
Location

iLO IP Remarks

Seed host/ NPOS 1
(DL001)

U27 Assign the next lowest IP
address available from
the range provided in CID
for DL control nodes.

NPOS 2 (DL002) U28 Assign the next IP
address available from
the range provided in CID
for DL control nodes.

VIM Controller 1 (DL003) U29 Assign the next IP
address available from
the range provided in CID
for DL control nodes.

Table Continued
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Server use type Sample Physical Rack
Location

iLO IP Remarks

VIM Controller 2 (DL004) U30 Assign the next IP
address available from
the range provided in CID
for DL control nodes.

VIM Controller 3 (DL005) U31 Assign the next IP
address available from
the range provided in CID
for DL control nodes.

VIM Controller 4 (DL006) U32 Assign the next IP
address available from
the range provided in CID
for DL control nodes.

MML (ELK) Controller 1
(DL007)

U33 Assign the next IP
address available from
the range provided in CID
for DL control nodes.

MML (ELK) Controller 2
(DL008)

U34 Assign the next IP
address available from
the range provided in CID
for DL control nodes.

CEPH/VSA (DL Stor 1) U21 and U22 Assign the next lowest IP
address available from
the range provided in CID
for DL control nodes.

CEPH/VSA (DL Stor 2) U23 and U24 Assign the next IP
address available from
the range provided in CID
for DL control nodes.

VSA (DL Stor 3) U25 and U26 Assign the next IP
address available from
the range provided in CID
for DL control nodes.

c7000 U01 2 OA’s 1st Enclosure: 1 to 16
compute nodes

U11 2 OA’s 2nd Enclosure: 17 to 32
compute nodes

MSTRE Computes (2-32) U01 to U20

Assign the next IP
address available from
the range provided in CID
for BL control nodes.

1st Enclosure: 1 to 16
compute nodes

2nd Enclosure: 17 to 32
compute nodes
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IMPORTANT:

For possible future deployment reserve the iLO IPs for the MML controllers (DL Controllers 7 and 8), if
you have not opted for them during the initial installation.

Table 2: iLO details and default credentials for DC kit for 16 Compute Nodes and
Controllers

Server use type Sample Physical Rack
Location

iLO IP Remarks

NPOS 1 (DL001) U17 Assign the next IP
address available from
the range provided in CID
for DL control nodes.

NPOS 2 (DL002) U18 Assign the next IP
address available from
the range provided in CID
for DL control nodes.

VIM Controller 1 (DL003) U19 Assign the next IP
address available from
the range provided in CID
for DL control nodes.

VIM Controller 2 (DL004) U20 Assign the next IP
address available from
the range provided in CID
for DL control nodes.

VIM Controller 3 (DL005) U21 Assign the next IP
address available from
the range provided in CID
for DL control nodes.

VIM Controller 4 (DL006) U22 Assign the next IP
address available from
the range provided in CID
for DL control nodes.

MML (ELK) Controller 1
(DL007)

U23 Assign the next IP
address available from
the range provided in CID
for DL control nodes.

MML (ELK) Controller 2
(DL008)

U24 Assign the next IP
address available from
the range provided in CID
for DL control nodes.

Table Continued
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Server use type Sample Physical Rack
Location

iLO IP Remarks

CEPH/VSA (DL Stor 1) U11 and U12 Assign the next IP
address available from
the range provided in CID
for DL control nodes.

CEPH/VSA (DL Stor 2) U13 and U14 Assign the next IP
address available from
the range provided in CID
for DL control nodes.

VSA (DL Stor 3) U15 and U16 Assign the next IP
address available from
the range provided in CID
for DL control nodes.

c7000 (1 Enclosure) U01 2 OA’s 16 compute nodes

DC Breaker–1 U35 and U36

MSTRE computes (1 to
16)

U01 to U10 Assign the next IP
address available from
the range provided in CID
for DL control nodes.

16 compute nodes

IMPORTANT:

For possible future deployment reserve the iLO IPs for the MML controllers (DL Controllers 7 and 8), if
you have not opted for them during the initial installation.

To verify and change the BIOS settings as per the following table:

Table 3: Configure the BIOS settings

Name Required Settings Default

Power Profile Maximum Performance Balanced Power and Performance

Power Regulator Static High Performance Mode Static High Performance Mode

Minimum Processor Idle Power
Core C-State

No C-states No C-states

Minimum Processor Idle Power
Package C-State

No Package State No Package State

Intel QPI Link Power Management Disabled Disabled

Energy/Performance Bias Maximum Performance Maximum Performance

Table Continued
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Name Required Settings Default

Collaborative Power Control Disabled Disabled

Embedded NICs Enabled Enabled

PCIe Slot 2 Disabled Enabled

PCIe Slot 3 Disabled Enabled

Wake-On LAN Disabled Disabled

Prerequisites

• Retrieve the DL control and storage servers IP address range from the CID.
• Retrieve the default user name and password from the labels of the physical cover of the DL servers.
• Ensure all the DLs are powered on.
• Log in to the iLO console of each DL and perform the following tasks:

◦ Assign IP address, subnet mask, and gateway from the CID for all the DLs.
◦ Set date and time for all the DLs
◦ Add an additional user (iLO primary user) admin with administrator privileges. Apply a unique

password per the CID iLO Primary user.

Procedure

1. Log into the HP iLO using the HP iLO username and credentials. The iLO Overview window is
displayed.

2. Click Run. The iLO Integrated remote console screen appears.
3. To reboot DL, from the Power Switch drop-down menu, select Reset option. The POST (Power-On-Self-

Test) screen appears after the reboot of the machine.
4. To go to the System Utilities, press F9 . The System Utilities window is displayed.
5. Navigate to System Configuration > BIOS/Platform Configuration (RBSU). The BIOS/Platform

Configuration (RBSU) screen is displayed.
6. Scroll down to Power Management and press Enter.
7. Select Power Profile and press Enter.
8. From the drop-down menu, select Maximum Performance option (default is Balanced Power and

Performance ).

NOTE:

Rest of the settings are default as listed in the Configure the BIOS settings table.

9. Verify that Power Regulator, Minimum Processor Idle Power Core C-State, and Minimum Processor
Idle Power Package C-State have the default settings as per the Configure the BIOS settings.

10. Select Advanced Power Options and press Enter.
11. Verify that Intel QPI Link Power Management, Energy/Performance Bias, and Collaborative Power

Control settings are as provided in Configure the BIOS settings table.
12. Press F10 to save the changes.
13. From Power Switch drop-down, select Momentary Press to reboot the server for the changes to take

effect.
14. Navigate System Utilities > System Configuration > BIOS/Platform Configuration (RBSU).
15. Scroll down to select PCI Device Enable/Disable, and press Enter.
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16. Scroll down to select Embedded 1 Gb NIC Port and change the setting to Enabled.
17. Verify that the network adapter PCIe (Ethernet 10GB2-port 560SFP) slots are in Disabled state.
18. Press F10 to save the changes. Press Y when prompted.
19. From Power Switch drop-down, select Reset to reboot the server for the changes to take effect.
20. Navigate System Utilities > System Configuration > BIOS/Platform Configuration (RBSU).
21. Scroll down to Network Options and press Enter.
22. Select Network Boot Options and press Enter. Verify that the network boot options for Embedded

LOMs are disabled as the network boot options must be enabled through Embedded Flexible LOM 1 556
Port 1.

23. Press esc several times to go back to System Configuration screen.
24. Select Embedded FlexLOM 1 Port 1 556 NIC and press Enter.
25. Scroll down to NIC Configuration and press Enter.
26. Select Legacy PXE Boot option and ensure that it is Enabled.

The following table lists the summary of the NIC configuration:

Table 4: NIC configuration summary

Server Node Embedded
LOM (1G)

FlexFabric
10GB 2-port
556FLR-SFP+
Adapter
(Emulex)

Ethernet 10GB
2-port 560SFP
+ Adapter
(Slot 1)

Boot Mode

DL1 Seedhost/
NPOS-Ctrl1

Enable in PCI Port1 > Nic
configuration >
Enable legacy
PXE boot

Disable both
560 adapters

Legacy

DL2 NPOS-Ctrl2 Enable in PCI Port1 > Nic
configuration >
Enable legacy
PXE boot

Disable both
560 adapters

Legacy

27. Press F10 to save the changes. Press Y when prompted.
28. From Power Switch drop-down, select Reset to reboot the server for the changes to take effect.

Manual RAID Configuration for NPOS DLs
Manually configure DL control servers for NFV System.

1. Log into the HP iLO using the HP iLO username and credentials. The iLO Overview window is
displayed.

2. Select Integrated remote console and click .Net. The Application Run window is displayed.
3. Click Run. The iLO Integrated remote console screen appears.
4. To reboot DL, from the Power Switch drop-down menu, select Reset option. The POST (Power-On-Self-

Test) screen appears after the reboot of the machine.
5. To go to the Intelligent Provisioning, press F10.
6. Scroll to HP Smart Storage Administrator and press Enter. The Welcome to HP Smart Storage Page

is displayed.
7. In the left pane, select Smart Array P440ar to check for any pre-configured array or logical drives.
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NOTE:

If any pre-configured array or logical drive configurations are present, delete those configurations.

8. Click Create Array.

The Create Array window opens.
9. Select first 2 SAS disks and click Create Array button.

The Create Logical Drive window is displayed.
10. Under RAID Level, select RAID 1 and click Create Logical Drive.

NOTE:

Rest of the options have default settings.

11. Click Finish.
12. In the Create Array window, select 4 SAS disks, and click Create Array button.

The Create Logical Drive window is displayed.
13. Under RAID Level, select RAID 5 and click Create Logical Drive.

NOTE:

Rest of the options have default settings.

14. Click Finish.
15. In the Smart Array P440ar page, click the Set Bootable Logical Drive/Volume button.

16. Select the Primary Boot Logical Drive/Volume and Secondary Boot Logical Drive/Volume radio
buttons for the Local - Logical Drive 1, and then click OK.
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17. Verify the Smart Array information.

18. Click the Finish button.
19. Close the system and reboot the system.
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Initial Manual Configuration of 5900 Switches
Perform initial manual configuration of the 5900 switches using a terminal emulation software console:

1. Using a terminal emulation software console, find the console port of the switches, one at a time, in the
following order:

a. 5900-1
b. 5900-2

2. Access the 5900_switch tab from the CID (generated from the Online CID tool) for configuration
parameters of each 5900 switch.

3. Using a terminal emulation software, connect to the first switch (5900-1) and then to the second switch
(5900-2) to perform the manual configuration of the 5900 switches.
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4. Execute the following commands to perform the initial configuration of 5900-1 and 5900–2, using the
inputs from CID.

Manual Process: 5900-1

#Access user prompt(>), then start executing the commands from Console of switch

system-view
sysname nfvsys-mske-5900-1
interface vlan 1
ip address <ip address>  <netmask>
(This ip address is from NFV-PXE vlan)
quit
ssh server enable
local-user admin
password simple HP1nvent
authorization-attribute user-role network-admin
service-type ssh
quit
user-interface vty 0 63
authentication-mode scheme
protocol inbound ssh
quit
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Manual Process: 5900-2

Change the member ID of 5900-2 to 2 and reboot the device to validate the change.

#Access user prompt(>),then start executing the commands from Console of switch

<Sysname> system-view
[Sysname] irf member 1 renumber 2
Renumbering the member ID may result in configuration change or loss.
Continue? [Y/N]:y
[Sysname] quit
[Sysname] save force
Sysname> reboot
Continue? [Y/N]:y
Default VLAN and SSH configuration
system-view
sysname nfvsys-mske-5900-2
interface vlan 1
ip address <ip address> <netmask>
 (This ip address from NFV-PXE vlan)
quit
ssh server enable
local-user admin
password simple HP1nvent
authorization-attribute user-role network-admin
service-type ssh
quit
user-interface vty 0 63
authentication-mode scheme
protocol inbound ssh
quit

5. Shut down the ports on the 5900-1 and 5900-2 switches as per the combinations provided:
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#Access user prompt(>), then start executing the commands from Console of switch.

#Put X values as per switch console logged in, further elaborated in note.

5900-1
system-view
interface Ten-GigabitEthernet 1/0/51
shut
interface Ten-GigabitEthernet 1/0/52
shut
interface FortyGigE 1/0/53
undo shut
interface FortyGigE 1/0/54
shut
quit
5900-2
system-view
interface Ten-GigabitEthernet 2/0/51
shut
interface Ten-GigabitEthernet 2/0/52
undo shut
interface FortyGigE 2/0/53
undo shut
interface FortyGigE 2/0/54
shut
quit

Initial Manual Configuration of 5950 Switches
Perform initial manual configuration of the 5950 switches using a terminal emulation software console:

1. Using a terminal emulation software, find the console port of the switches, one at a time, in the following
order:

a. 5950-1
b. 5950-2

2. Access the 5950_switch tab from the CID (generated from the Online CID tool) for configuration
parameters of each 5950 switch.

3. Using a terminal emulation software, connect to the first switch (5950-1) and then to the second switch
(5950-2) to perform the manual configuration of the 5950 switches.
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4. Execute the following commands to perform the initial configuration of 5950-1 and 5950–2, using the
inputs from CID.
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Manual Process: 5950-1

#Access user prompt(>), then start executing the commands from switch console

system-view
sysname nfvsys-mske-5950-1
interface vlan 1
ip address <ip address>  <netmask>
(This ip address from NFV-PXE vlan which is connected to FLR1)
quit
ssh server enable
local-user admin
password simple HP1nvent
authorization-attribute user-role network-admin
service-type ssh
quit
user-interface vty 0 63
authentication-mode scheme
protocol inbound ssh
quit 

Manual Process: 5950-2

Change the member ID of 5950-2 to 2 and reboot the device to validate the change.#Access user
prompt(>),then start executing the commands from switch console

<Sysname> system-view
[Sysname] irf member 1 renumber 2
Renumbering the member ID may result in configuration change or loss.
Continue? [Y/N]:y
[Sysname] quit
[Sysname] save force
Sysname> reboot
Continue? [Y/N]:y
Default VLAN and SSH configuration
system-view
sysname nfvsys-mske-5950-2
interface vlan 1
ip address <ip address> <netmask>
 (This ip address from NFV-PXE vlan which is connected to FLR2)
quit
ssh server enable
local-user admin
password simple HP1nvent
authorization-attribute user-role network-admin
service-type ssh
quit
user-interface vty 0 63
authentication-mode scheme
protocol inbound ssh
quit 

5. Shut down the ports on the 5950-1 and 5950-2 switches as per the combinations provided:
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#Access user prompt(>), then start executing the commands from Console of switch #Put X values as
per switch console logged in, further elaborated in note

5950-1
system-view
interface HundredGigE 1/0/5
using tengige
This interface HundredGigE 1/0/5 will be deleted? Continue Y/N?
(Press Y)
interface HundredGigE 1/0/31
undo shut
interface HundredGigE 1/0/32
shut
interface Ten-GigabitEthernet 1/0/33
shut
interface Ten-GigabitEthernet 1/0/34
shut
quit
5950-2
system-view
interface HundredGigE 2/0/5
using tengige
This interface HundredGigE 2/0/5 will be deleted? Continue Y/N?
(Press Y)
interface HundredGigE 2/0/31
undo shut
interface HundredGigE 2/0/32
shut
interface Ten-GigabitEthernet 2/0/33
shut
interface Ten-GigabitEthernet 2/0/34
undo shut
quit

Configuration of c7000 Enclosure
To configure the c7000 enclosure:

Procedure

1. Manually set up the primary OA (OA1). For more information, see Manual Setup for Primary Onboard
Administrator (OA1).

2. Verify the OA (Onboard Administrator) Firmware Version (4.60) on the enclosure.
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NOTE:

Following steps are automated:

a. Set the interconnect bay EBIPA IP (per CID).
b. Set the server bay EBIPA IP (per CID).
c. Verify the enclosure, blades, and interconnect health using Insight Display.
d. Configure credentials (per CID).
e. Set up the iLO names, IP addresses, user names and passwords for all the Compute plane BL

servers of the NFV System Starter kit.
f. Add an additional administrative user name and password for iLOs of all the BL servers for HPE

OneView management.
g. Note the OA credentials and the IP addresses required for HPE OneView.

Manual Setup for Primary Onboard Administrator (OA1)
1. From the Insight Display Main Menu , navigate to Enclosure Settings. The Enclosure Settings screen

is displayed.

2. To set the IP address for primary OA (OA1), select OA1 IP Address and click OK to change the values.

Alternatively, you can select ? on the right-hand corner of the screen and select OK to change the settings
or to view Settings Help.
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3. Enter the IP address for enclosure1-oa1 and enclosure 1-oa2 as provided in the CID.
4. Verify each setting on the Enclosure Settings screen for accuracy.
5. To change any value, move the cursor to the menu option to be edited and then select the OK button.
6. To confirm the settings, click Accept All and then click OK to return to the Enclosure Settings menu.

Repeat the steps 4 through 6 to set the correct values for all the parameters under Enclosure Settings.
7. To validate the OA1 information settings, navigate to the Insight Display Main Menu and select

Enclosure Info. The information of the primary OA is displayed.

8. Repeat the steps 1 through 7 for Enclosure 2.
9. To configure user access to OA over network:

a. SSH to OA1 from Seed Host using the user credentials as provided in the CID.
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NOTE: The password for the user Administrator from tag on the OA1 module. SSH to OA1
from Seed Host using the user Administrator and password captured above. Execute the listed
commands as below from the shell of the OA1. Perform as shown in the following image for
enclosure1-oa1 and enclosure2-oa1.

b. Enter the values for enclosure1-oa1 and enclosure 1-oa2 as provided in the CID.

c. Repeat the steps a and b for the Enclosure 2.
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Set up Deployment Components on NFV system
To set up deployment components on NFV System:

• Install Seed Host
• Deploy Seed VM
• Bring up the Seed Host and Seed VM networks
• 5900 switch automation
• 5950 switch automation
• Postcheck of Network Configuration
• Updating NTP server
• Updating the virtlock in NPOS controller 1

Installing Seed Host
To install the Seed Host for the Enclosure Starter Kit:

1. Log in to the first NPOS controller using the iLO credentials. The iLO Overview page is displayed.
2. To access the iLO console, from Integrated Remote Console, click .NET.
3. Click Virtual drives and select the seedhost.iso image file.

NOTE:

An .iso file with a pre-installed hlinux system and additional packages is used to install the Seed
Host for the NFV System. The .iso file is available in the FTP (File Transfer Protocol) server. For
more information on the .iso file version and the FTP server, see the HPE NFV System Release
Notes for Helion OpenStack Carrier Grade.

4. From Power Switch drop-down, select Reset to reboot the server.
5. To go to System Boot, press F11.
6. Select Legacy BIOS one-time boot and press Enter.
7. To boot the CD ROM, select option 1. The HPE Linux for HPE Helion installer boot menu is displayed.

8. To proceed for automated hLinux installation on seed host, select Install and press Enter. The
Installation progress screen is displayed.

After the OS installation is complete, the following message is displayed.
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9. Remove the installation media and select Continue to boot into the new OS.
10. Once the server loads the OS, a login prompt is displayed.

11. Log in using "nfvadmin" credentials as specified in the CID.

Deploying Seed VM on Enclosure Starter Kit
To deploy the seed VM on the Enclosure Starter Kit, complete the following steps:

1. Log in to the seed host with the nfvadmin user credentials.
2. To transfer the required files to seed host from the jump server, manually assign an IP address to the

seed host.

NOTE:

Alternatively, you can also use a pen drive or thumb drive to copy the required files to the seed host
that does not require assignment of a temporary IP address.

a. To assign an IP address to the seed host manually, execute the following commands:

sudo ifconfig <interface name> <IP address> netmask <netmask>
sudo route add default gw <gateway ip address> <interface name>
Where, <IP address> and <netmask> must be referred from the NFV PXE. Identify the interface
connected to FLR1 and assign a temporary IP address to that interface. Once the temporary IP
address is assigned, the default gateway IP address can be pinged.

b. After copying all the files, execute the following command to release the IP address:

sudo ifconfig <interface name> 0
3. Copy the following files from the FTP server or local media to the /home/nfvadmin directory on the

seed host:

• NFV Seed VM image (.qcow2)
• nfvsys_seedvm_deploy.sh
• CID.xlsx
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• Seed VM Netconfig Debian
• CPLM Debian
• Systeminit Debian
• Master installer Debian
• Switch Debian
• Installation Prerequisite Debian
• Schema Debians (based on Kit type, VIM and Storage type combination, and Region)

The following table lists the schema Debians based on the Kit type, VIM and Storage type
combination, and Region:

Table 5: Schema Debians List

Debian name Kit type VIM and Storage type Region

mstre116n_17.03.0-
XX_amd64.deb

Enclosure 1 HCG with CEPH 1 Region

mstre116n5r_17.03.0-
xx_amd64.deb

Enclosure 1 HCG with CEPH 2 to 5
Region

mstre232n_17.03.0-
xx_amd64.deb

Enclosure 2 HCG with CEPH 2 Region

mstre116nhcgvsa_17.03.0-
XX_amd64.deb

Enclosure 1 HCG with VSA 1 Region

mstre116n5rhcgvsa_17.03.0-
XX_amd64.deb

Enclosure 1 HCG with VSA 2 to 5
Region

mstre232nhcgvsa_17.03.0-
XX_amd64.deb

Enclosure 2 HCG with VSA 2 Region

NOTE:

For more information about how to download the latest versions of the required Debian packages,
see HPE NFV System Release Notes for Helion OpenStack Carrier Grade.

4. To copy the NFV seed VM image (.qcow2) from /home/nfvadmin to /var/lib/libvirt/images,
execute the following command:

sudo cp NFVSYS-NFVSEEDVM-001.qcow2 /var/lib/libvirt/images/
5. To deploy the seed VM, execute the following command:

sh nfvsys_seedvm_deploy.sh
This script brings up the seed VM and the private IP address is assigned to the seed VM. The IP address
is displayed at the end of the script output.

6. To copy the nfv-seedvm-netconfig debian, CID.xlsx, systeminit debian, cplm.deb,
masterinstaller.deb, switch.deb, and the schema debian files from seed host to the seed VM,
execute the following command:

scp nfv-seedvm-netconfig.deb <CID.xlsx> cplm.deb systeminit.deb
masterinstaller.deb switch.deb schema.deb install_prereq.deb
nfvadmin@<private IP ADDRESS of the seedvm>:/home/nfvadmin
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NOTE:

For more information about how to download the latest versions of the required Debian packages,
see HPE NFV System Release Notes for Helion OpenStack Carrier Grade.

7. To SSH to the seed VM with the nfvadmin user credentials as available in the CID, execute the
following command:

ssh nfvadmin@<private IP ADDRESS of the seedvm>
8. After the Seed VM is up and running, log in to nfvseedvm using the credentials provided in the CID and

execute the following command:

$ ssh 127.0.1.1
An authentication prompt is displayed with the options Yes and No. Type Yes and press the Enter key.

9. To install the copied Debians on the seed VM, execute the following commands:

sudo dpkg -i nfv-seedvm-netconfig.deb
sudo dpkg -i <schema.deb>
sudo dpkg -i <cplm.deb>
sudo dpkg -i system-init(version).deb
sudo dpkg -i <masterinstaller.deb>
sudo dpkg -i <switch.deb>

10. After the copied Debian files are successfully installed, complete the following steps:

a. Navigate to the /depot/hpe_nfvsystem/common/tools/cplm directory.
b. Execute the following commands as the root user:

sudo su
python setup_withansible2_0.py install
python3.4 setup_withansible2_0.py install

c. Execute the following commands as the nfvadmin user:

su nfvadmin
sudo python setup_withansible2_0.py install
sudo python3.4 setup_withansible2_0.py install

11. To generate the .json files:

a. Change directory to:

$cd /depot/hpe_nfvsystem/common/tools/scripts/init
b. Execute the following script and provide the CID file as the input to the Ansible playbook:

ansible-playbook hpe_nfvsys_init_process.yml -e "excel_file=<File name of
CID in Microsoft Office .xlsx format>”

All the .csv files are generated in /depot/hpe_nfvsystem/common/conf folder.

For information on how to create .jsons manually for the individual components when the automated
creation fails, see Appendix A: Manual Creation of json Files.

12. Change directory to:

$cd /depot/hpe_nfvsystem/common/tools/scripts/nfvseedhost/nfvseedhost
13. Run the playbook:

ansible-playbook hpe_nfvsys_seedhost_configure.yml
This script brings up the all the networks like br-nfv-pxe, br-bls, br-oam, and br-ncp on the seed
host.
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NOTE:

The gateways of these networks are not pingable until switch automation is complete.

Bringing up the Seed VM Networks
After the seedvm has been deployed, to bring up the seedvm networks:

Procedure

1. Using the following command, change directory to:

cd /depot/hpe_nfvsystem/common/tools/scripts/nfvseedhost/nfvseedvm
2. Run the playbook:

ansible-playbook hpe_nfvsystem_seedvm_config.yml

This brings up tap interfaces on the Seed VM that corresponds to the following networks nfv-pxe, ncp,
oam, bls network on the Seed host, respectively. However the gateways of these networks are not
pingable at this stage. These networks are reachable once the switch automation is completed.

TIP:

In the event you want to rerun the hpe_nfvsystem_seedvm_config.yml script, remove the track
file seedvm_nicconfig.track from /var/tmp folder on "seedhost" before performing the
rerun as the existence of the file will not allow the tap interfaces to come up.

Automation of 5900 switches configuration from Seed VM
The 5900 switches configuration is automated from Seed VM using the Master Installer. You must be logged
in using "nfvadmin" credentials to run the master installer.

To initiate the master installer for switch automation:

1. Log in with "nfvadmin" user credentials.
2. To configure 5900 switch in:

• Enclosure (1 or 2) for region 1 and 2, run the $ansible-playbook
hpe_nfvsys_switch_5900_mstre.yml command from the depot/hpe_nfvsystem/common/
tools/masterinstaller/parallel_masterinstaller/switch/mstre master installer
directory.

a. The Ansible playbook automatically calls the following scripts from the /depot/hpe_nfvsystem/
common/tools/scripts/switch/mstre_switch_5900 directory:
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Table 6: Scripts incorporated in the Ansible playbook to configure 5900
switches

Script Name Purpose of the script

hpe_nfvsys_mstre_sw_5900_precheck.p
y

This script will validate the prerequisite of 5900
Switch automation.

hpe_nfvsys_mstre_sw_5900_master_scr
ipt.py

This script will orchestrate the configuration of
the 5900 Switch cluster.

hpe_nfvsys_mstre_sw_5900_postcheck.
py

This script will validate the final configuration
active on 5900 Switch cluster.

b. For validating the initial manual console configuration, script will pause and prompt following
message on the console.

c. After successful configuration of the 5900 Switch, the script will display the following message in the
console and pause for the next prompt.

• Enclosure 1 region 5, run the $ansible-playbook
hpe_nfvsys_switch_5900_mstre_reg5.yml command from the depot/hpe_nfvsystem/
common/tools/masterinstaller/parallel_masterinstaller/switch/mstre_reg5
master installer directory.

a. The Ansible playbook automatically calls the following scripts from the /depot/hpe_nfvsystem/
common/tools/scripts/switch/ mstre_reg5_switch_5900 directory:
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Table 7: Scripts incorporated in the Ansible playbook to configure 5900
switches

Script Name Purpose of the script

hpe_nfvsys_mstre_sw_5900_reg5_prech
eck.py

This script will validate the prerequisite of 5900
Switch automation.

hpe_nfvsys_mstre_sw_5900_reg5_maste
r_script.py

This script will orchestrate the configuration of
the 5900 Switch cluster.

hpe_nfvsys_mstre_sw_5900_reg5_postc
heck.py

This script will validate the final configuration
active on 5900 Switch cluster.

b. For validating the initial manual console configuration, script will pause and prompt following
message on the console.

c. After successful configuration of the 5900 Switch, the script will display the following message in the
console and pause for the next prompt.
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NOTE:

If you need to add region 2, 3, 4, or 5 support, the switch configuration for the first region is
automated. After first region automation, perform manual switch configuration for rest of the
regions. For more information, see Region-wise manual switch configurations for controllers

NOTE:

• For information on how to handle failures in master installer, see Handling of Failures.
• For information on the use of tags by master installer to run specific components, see Master

Installer to Run Specific Components Using Tags.
• If there is a breakdown during any of the steps, see HPE NFV System Troubleshooting Guide for

Helion OpenStack Carrier Grade.

Automation of 5950 switches configuration from Seed VM
The 5950 switches configuration is automated from Seed VM using the Master Installer. You must be logged
in using "nfvadmin" credentials to run the master installer.

To initiate the master installer for switch automation:

1. Log in with "nfvadmin" user credentials.
2. To configure 5950 switch in:

• Enclosure (1 or 2) for region 1 and 2, run the $ansible-playbook
hpe_nfvsys_switch_5950_mstre.yml command from the depot/hpe_nfvsystem/common/
tools/masterinstaller/parallel_masterinstaller/switch/mstre master installer
directory.

a. The Ansible playbook automatically calls the following scripts from the /depot/hpe_nfvsystem/
common/tools/scripts/switch/mstre_switch_5950 directory:
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Table 8: Scripts incorporated in the Ansible playbook to configure 5950
switches

Script Name Purpose of the script

hpe_nfvsys_mstre_sw_5950_precheck.p
y

This script will validate the prerequisite of 5950
Switch automation.

hpe_nfvsys_mstre_sw_5950_master_scr
ipt.py

This script will orchestrate the configuration of
the 5950 Switch cluster.

hpe_nfvsys_mstre_sw_5950_postcheck.
py

This script will validate the final configuration
active on 5950 Switch cluster.

b. For validating the initial manual console configuration, script will pause and prompt following
message on the console:

c. After successful configuration of the 5950 Switch, the script will display the following message in the
console and pause for the next prompt:

• Enclosure 1 region 5, run the $ansible-playbook
hpe_nfvsys_switch_5950_mstre_reg5.yml command from the depot/hpe_nfvsystem/
common/tools/masterinstaller/parallel_masterinstaller/switch/mstre_reg5
master installer directory.

a. The Ansible playbook automatically calls the following scripts from the /depot/hpe_nfvsystem/
common/tools/scripts/switch/mstre_reg5_switch_5950 directory:
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Table 9: Scripts incorporated in the Ansible playbook to configure 5950
switches

Script Name Purpose of the script

hpe_nfvsys_mstre_sw_5950_reg5_prech
eck.py

This script will validate the prerequisite of 5950
Switch automation.

hpe_nfvsys_mstre_sw_5950_reg5_maste
r_script.py

This script will orchestrate the configuration of
the 5950 Switch cluster.

hpe_nfvsys_mstre_sw_5950_reg5_postc
heck.py

This script will validate the final configuration
active on 5950 Switch cluster.

b. For validating the initial manual console configuration, script will pause and prompt following
message on the console.

c. After successful configuration of the 5950 Switch, the script will display the following message in the
console and pause for the next prompt.
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NOTE:

If you need to add region 2, 3, 4, or 5 support, the switch configuration for the first region is
automated. After first region automation, perform manual switch configuration for rest of the regions.
For more information, see Region-wise manual switch configurations for controllers

NOTE:

The Bridge-aggregation 50 interface is configured for Customer Uplink (Hundred-GigabitEthernet 1/0/1
to 1/0/4 and Hundred-GigabitEthernet 2/0/1 to 2/0/4 ports) and the Bridge-aggregation 50 interface is in
shutdown state and it is configured in dynamic mode.

NOTE:

• For information on how to handle failures in master installer, see Handling of Failures.
• For information on the use of tags by master installer to run specific components, see Master

Installer to Run Specific Components Using Tags.
• If there is a breakdown during any of the steps, see the HPE NFV System Troubleshooting Guide for

Helion OpenStack Carrier Grade.

Configuring CAN and OAM VLAN for Core switch
The CAN and OAM VLAN must be configured on the customer core switch. To manually configure CAN and
OAM VLAN for the customer core switch, perform the following steps:

Prerequisites
Refer to the CID for the corresponding vlan IDs.
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Procedure

1. Log in to customer core switch.
2. Access the user prompt and execute the following commands from customer core switch:

system-view
vlan <OAM_vlan_ID >
name OAM
Vlan <CAN_vlan_ID >
name CAN

interface Vlan-interface <OAM_vlan_id> #example
ip address x.x.x.x 24 #example
description OAM #example

interface Vlan-interface <CAN_vlan_id> #example
ip address x.x.x.x 24 #example
description CAN #example

interface bridge-aggregation <NFV TOR uplink bag ID>
port trunk permit vlan <OAM> <CAN>

quit
3. Verify if the CAN and OAM interfaces are up.

Postcheck of Network Configuration of Seed Host and Seed
VM

IMPORTANT:

Run the postcheck playbook to ensure that the gateways are reachable on Seed Host and Seed VM
before proceeding with master installer.

To verify that the gateways are reachable on Seed Host and Seed VM:

Procedure

1. Change directory to:

cd /depot/hpe_nfvsystem/common/tools/scripts/nfvseedhost/nfvpostcheck
2. Run the playbook:

ansible-playbook hpe_nfvsystem_postcheck.yml

Updating NTP server
Procedure

1. Log into controller 1 with 'nfvadmin" credentials.

The following command prompt is displayed:

nfvadmin@rack1-ctrl1:~$
2. To edit the ntp.conf file, execute the following command at the command prompt:

nfvadmin@rack1-ctrl1:~$ sudo vi /etc/ntp.conf
The ntp.conf file opens.
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3. Make the following changes to the ntp.conf file:
a. Comment the following 4 server commands:

• #server 0.debian.pool.ntp.org iburst
• #server 1.debian.pool.ntp.org iburst
• #server 2.debian.pool.ntp.org iburst
• #server 3.debian.pool.ntp.org iburst

b. Add the following lines to the ntp.conf file:

NOTE:

If a stand-alone NTP server is configured, which is separate from the Controller 1, then ensure
that server <IP address of customer's NTP server> is included in the ntp.conf file
as shown in the following example. If the NTP server is configured on the Controller 1, then it is
not required to add this line.

server <IP address of customer's NTP server> — #lines need to be added
server 127.127.1.0
fudge 127.127.1.0 stratum 10

4. To restart the NTP server, execute the following command:

$sudo service ntp restart

Updating the virtlock in controller 1
Procedure

1. Log in to Seed Host (controller 1 ) using the nfvadmin credentials.
2. Navigate to:

nfvadmin@rack1-ctrl1:~$ cd /etc/libvirt/
3. To edit the qemu.conf file, execute the following command:

nfvadmin@rack1-ctrl1:~$ sudo vi qemu.conf
4. Uncomment the following entry in the file:

#lock_manager = "lockd"
5. Save and close the file.
6. To restart the libvirtd, execute the following command:

nfvadmin@rack1-ctrl1:~$ sudo systemctl restart libvirtd
7. To restart the virtlockd, execute the following command:

nfvadmin@rack1-ctrl1:~$ sudo systemctl restart virtlockd.socket
8. To enable the libvirtd, execute the following command:

nfvadmin@rack1-ctrl1:~$ sudo systemctl enable libvirtd
9. To enable the virtlockd, execute the following command:

nfvadmin@rack1-ctrl1:~$ sudo systemctl enable virtlockd.socket
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Introduction to NFV System Master Installer
The Master Installer is used to install the components for the NFV System. The Ansible acts as a wrapper for
calling the python scripts. The playbooks are used to configure, deploy, and orchestrate individual scripts. You
can also describe policies or a set of tasks to enforce Ansible in the remote systems. The Master Installer
runs in the parallel execution mode, which reduces the overall time required for the installation.

The user must log in as nfvadmin user and run the required playbook. The playbook calls the deployment
and configuration scripts of the components.

NOTE:

After configuration of OneView is complete, a pause utility is given to the user running the playbook. To
verify the component, press the Enter. Press Control-C to exit. The end user has to press the Enter to
proceed for the deployment of other components after each component is deployed.

Master Installer Features

The following are the features of the Master Installer:

• During installation, the Master Installer generates logs for all the individual components that are being
installed. If any issues occur during the installation, these logs can be used for debugging the issues.
These logs can be viewed in the /var/hpe_nfvsystem/logs/masterinstaller_logs directory.

• The masterinstaller_statistics utility, which is included in the Master Installer, provides information about
the time taken for completion of the installation of the components and can be used to view the time
statistics for the installation.

• During installation, if any component fails at any time, the playbook can be run again to install the failed
component. In this scenario, the playbook will skip the components that are already installed. For more
information about running the playbook again for the failed components, see Appendix D : Handling of
Failures.

For more information about troubleshooting the installation issues, see HPE NFV System Troubleshooting
Guide for Helion OpenStack Carrier Grade.

Master Installer Flow
The NFV System software installation using master installer flow is as follows:

1. Based on the Starter Kit procured, the base NFV System schema that is supplied along with the CID must
be copied to the specific location in the Seed VM.

2. The NFV System INIT process reads the CID and validates if mandatory fields are filled. Then it populates
the NFV System schema (in json format) with customer site specific settings. It sets the Operational state
to “INIT” for the NFV System components.

3. Initialization of CPLM (Control Plane Management). The CPLM is responsible for deploying, upgrade,
rollback, backup and restore of the NFV Control Plane components.

4. Installation and configuration of ELK cluster, value adds, and HPE OneView.
5. Installation and configuration of HCG 4.0.

NOTE:

The NFV System software installation begins after the NFV System Seed Host and Seed VM are set up
as per Starter Kit requirements. Ensure network connectivity while setting up and installing the NFV
System software.

The NFV system software installation includes the following components:
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Table 10: Software components

Software
components

Description

CID The CID provides the customer site specific parameters required to set up the NFV
System.

NFV System schema The NFV System schema describes the overall hardware and software composition
of the specific kit to be installed and configured.

NFV System Init The NFV System init is a process (set of scripts) that validates the CID parameters,
and populates the NFV System schema with the customer specific settings.

CPLM The CPLM is a framework that supports the lifecycle operations such as register,
install, configure, upgrade, and rollback of NFV Control plane components (PIM
components) and the value-adds.

Master Installer The Master installer is a python or Ansible-based installer that aids in installing and
configuring the NFV System in a defined logical sequence.

Component Debian Package Installation
To install the component Debian package:

1. Copy the following tar and Debians from the FTP server to /home/nfvadmin folder of NFV Seed VM:

• NFV_Artifacts_HCG.tar
• NFVSystem-Debians.tar
• install-prereq.deb

using the following command:

scp NFV_Artifacts_HCG.tar NFVSystem-Debians.tar 
install-prereq.deb nfvadmin@<IP ADDRESS of the seedvm>:/home/nfvadmin

NOTE:

For more information about the latest versions of the artifacts, Debian files, and the FTP server URL,
see the HPE NFV System Release Notes for Helion OpenStack Carrier Grade.

2. To install the install_prereq.deb file for repo_refresh, execute the following command in /home/
nfvadmin:

sudo dpkg -i <install-prereq.deb>
3. Navigate to /depot/hpe_nfvsystem/common/tools/scripts/reporefresh/ folder to find the

repo_refresh playbook.
4. To run the repo_refresh playbook, execute the following command:

ansible-playbook hpe_nfvsystem_refresh.yml -e
"debian_tar=NFVSystem-Debians.tar" -e
"artifacts_tar=NFV_Artifacts_HCG.tar"
The hpe_nfvsystem_refresh.yml performs the following tasks:

• Extracts the tarballs.
• Copies the Debian packages to the /var/www/html/packages/amd64 directory, indexes the

package, and updates the repository with the new Debian packages.
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• Creates a directory structure for the artifacts of individual components.
• Copies the artifacts to the required location.

The /depot/hpe_nfvsystem/hpe_nfvcp/ directory is created.

The following artifacts are now available in the /depot/hpe_nfvsystem/hpe_nfvcp/ directory:

• hpe_3par
• hpe_clitool
• hpe_hlinuxvm
• hpe_oneview
• hpe_hcg
• hpe_mml
• hpe_cmc (if VSA is selected as storage)
• hpe_vsa (if VSA is selected as storage)

This section explains the installation of Debian packages through the Ansible playbook. Most of the NFV
modules are available in Debian packages. Upon successful execution of Ansible playbook, the following
modules are installed through the Debian packages:

• DL-Automation (Onboard Administrator + RAID Configuration)
• CPLM
• WR-Automation
• Clitool (NFV System Console)
• Master installer

Procedure

1. Once SeedVM is up and running, log in into SeedVM with “nfvadmin” user with credentials available in
CID.

2. To install the Debian packages, execute the following command:

cd /depot/hpe_nfvsystem/hpe_nfvsys_installer
ansible-playbook hpe_nfvsys_installdeb.yml -e "vim_type=<Type of VIM>"
where <Type of VIM> is HCG. After successful execution of playbook, the required nfvsystem Debian
packages are installed in Seed VM.

3. To ensure all the packages are installed and updated to the latest version, execute the following
commands:

cd /depot/hpe_nfvsystem/common/tools/scripts/reporefresh
sudo python hpe_nfvsystem_postrefresh.py
The hpe_nfvsystem_postrefresh.py script creates the hpe_package_report.txt file in the /
home/nfvadmin folder. The following list of components must be displayed in this text file:

• cgcloud
• clitool
• common-utils
• compute-node-manager
• cplm

NOTE:

Execute the cplm -h command to view the CPLM command line usage and options
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• dl-automation
• irm-installer
• masterinstaller
• nfvportal
• oa
• raid-automation
• elk
• switch
• system-init
• wr-automation

NOTE:

By default. the operational state of the components in CPLM is INIT. To manually verify the
operational state of the components in CPLM, execute the following command:

#cplm <component name> -o curr_state

Prerequisites for Running Master Installer
• Copy files from Seedhost to SeedVM

◦ To navigate to the masterinstaller directory, run the $ cd /depot/hpe_nfvsystem/common/
tools/masterinstaller command.

◦ To enable the passwordless communication from Seed VM to Seed Host, run the $ sudo python
hpe_nfvsys_ansible_prereq.py script.

NOTE:

If the above script fails, run the hpe_nfvsys_ansible_prereq.py script again.

• Pre-check for Master Installer

Run the $ python hpe_nfvsys_ansible_prereqcheck.py python script for prechecks of Master
Installer. The python script will execute the following check before running the master installer:

1. The Ansible and the Ansible-doc package are installed.
2. Seed VM IP is pingable.
3. SSH passwordless login is set.
4. The host file for Ansible have the appropriate entry for nfvseedvm.

NOTE:

◦ After the pre-check is successfully executed, a All the prerequisites are met
please proceed with that master_installer message is displayed.

◦ If the pre-check fails, a oopss!! Something went wrong. Please take necessary
action manually message is displayed. Troubleshoot the issues manually.

If anything is not configured as expected, manually execute the necessary steps and re-run the python
script.

• First node(NPOSCTL1) must be configured manually and the hostname of controller-1 must be < Kit-ID >-
NFVSYS-NPOSCTL1-DL001.

• During Online CID generation, if you opted for:

◦ Dynamic IP compute configuration but want to create custom hostname
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or
◦ Static IP compute configuration with custom hostname

then, do the following:

IMPORTANT:

Ensure that the hpe_nfvsys_dl__naming_textfile.txt exists if you have chosen static IP.

1. Copy the hpe_nfvsys_dl_naming_textfile.txt file from the /depot/hpe_nfvsystem/
common/tools/scripts/dl-automation/ directory to the /depot/hpe_nfvsystem/common/
schema/nsds/base/component_initial_config/ directory.

2. Using the following commands, update the iLO IP addresses and the corresponding iLO hostnames in
the hpe_nfvsys_dl_naming_textfile.txt file (provided as example based on number of
computes for Enclosure 1 (16 computes) or Enclosure 2 (32 computes)):

$ vi /depot/hpe_nfvsystem/common/schema/nsds/base/component_initial_config/
hpe_nfvsys_dl_naming_textfile.txt
#Please do not have any empty lines
#iLO_ip:hostname:Role:CLM_IP:BLS_IP
#The below-mentioned IP addresses/hostnames are for example purpose only.
10.16.7.5:MSTRE-NFVSYS-NPOSCTL1-DL001:NPOS_CTRL1
10.16.7.6:MSTRE-NFVSYS-NPOSCTL2-DL002:NPOS_CTRL2
10.16.7.7:MXGDLM01VIM01:VIM_CTRL1
10.16.7.8:MXGDLM01VIM02:VIM_CTRL2
10.16.7.11:MXPTLM01Z50STG01:STORAGE1
10.16.7.12:MXPTLM01Z50STG02:STORAGE2
10.16.7.13:MXPTLM01Z50STG03:STORAGE3
10.16.7.18:MXPTLM01Z50BL01:COMPUTE:10.16.3.5:10.16.4.5
10.16.7.19:MXPTLM01Z50BL02:COMPUTE:10.16.3.6:10.16.4.6
10.16.7.20:MXPTLM01Z50BL03:COMPUTE:10.16.3.7:10.16.4.7
10.16.7.21:MXPTLM01Z50BL04:COMPUTE:10.16.3.8:10.16.4.8
10.16.7.22:MXPTLM01Z50BL05:COMPUTE:10.16.3.9:10.16.4.9
10.16.7.23:MXPTLM01Z50BL06:COMPUTE:10.16.3.10:10.16.4.10
10.16.7.24:MXPTLM01Z50BL07:COMPUTE:10.16.3.11:10.16.4.11
10.16.7.25:MXPTLM01Z50BL08:COMPUTE:10.16.3.12:10.16.4.12
10.16.7.26:MXPTLM01Z50BL09:COMPUTE:10.16.3.13:10.16.4.13
10.16.7.27:MXPTLM01Z50BL10:COMPUTE:10.16.3.14:10.16.4.14
10.16.7.28:MXPTLM01Z50BL11:COMPUTE:10.16.3.15:10.16.4.15
10.16.7.29:MXPTLM01Z50BL12:COMPUTE:10.16.3.16:10.16.4.16
10.16.7.30:MXPTLM01Z50BL13:COMPUTE:10.16.3.17:10.16.4.17
10.16.7.31:MXPTLM01Z50BL14:COMPUTE:10.16.3.18:10.16.4.18
10.16.7.32:MXPTLM01Z50BL15:COMPUTE:10.16.3.19:10.16.4.19
10.16.7.33:MXPTLM01Z50BL16:COMPUTE:10.16.3.20:10.16.4.20

NOTE:

◦ The "Static IP compute configuration" requires CLM_IP and BLS_IP and is applicable for
computes only (not for controllers - NPOS, VIM, and Storage). The CLM_IP and BLS_IP can
be retrieved from hpe_nfvsys_hcg_cloud.json.

◦ If only custom hostname is required, then do not fill the CLM_IP and BLS_IP fields.

NOTE:

Do not modify the hostname of the NPOS controllers (the first two entries in the
hpe_nfvsys_dl_naming_textfile.txt file). Change only the iLO IP addresses for the
NPOS controllers as required.
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NFV System Software Installation Process Using
Master Installer

Overview
To install the NFV System components in parallel using the Master Installer, run the master installer using the
hpe-nfvsys-masterinstaller command.

The master installer installs the components in the sequential order as displayed in the following flowchart.
Wherever the user intervention is required, the master installer pauses and prompts the user for required
input. To verify the component and proceed with the installation process, press Enter from the keyboard.
Press Ctrl+C from the keyboard to exit the installation.

Figure 6: NFV System Software Installation Process

Man page for Master Installer

The help commands for the Master Installer can be viewed in the man page. To view the man page of the
Master Installer, run the man masterinstaller command.

Automation of OA Configuration using Master Installer
The configuration of OA is performed after the 5950 and 5900 switches are configured in an Enclosure starter
kit. The Master Installer automatically runs the configuration if it is an Enclosure starter kit.

The Master Installer runs the following three Python scripts internally and sequentially.
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1. hpe_nfvsystem_oa_automation_precheck.py
2. hpe_nfvsystem_oa_automation.py
3. hpe_nfvsystem_oa_automation_postcheck.py
The following Ansible screen shots show the running sequence of the scripts:

Pre-check:

Configuration:

Post-check:

After the OA is configured, the administrator user must be created for all the BLs. To create the administrator
user, complete the following steps:

1. Save the following code in the XML format.
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NOTE:

Ensure that the following code is copied and pasted to a program that can handle line formatting, for
example, Notepad++ and save the file in XML format.

hponcfg all << end_marker
 <RIBCL VERSION="2.0">
 <LOGIN USER_LOGIN="admin" PASSWORD="HP1nvent">
 <USER_INFO MODE="write">
 <ADD_USER
 USER_NAME="admin"
 USER_LOGIN="admin"
 PASSWORD="HP1nvent">
 <ADMIN_PRIV value ="Yes"/>
 <REMOTE_CONS_PRIV value ="Yes"/>
 <RESET_SERVER_PRIV value ="Yes"/>
 <VIRTUAL_MEDIA_PRIV value ="Yes"/>
 <CONFIG_iLO_PRIV value="Yes"/>
 </ADD_USER>
 </USER_INFO>
 </LOGIN>
 </RIBCL>
 end_marker

2. Log in to OA through SSH.
3. Run the following command to enable the OA prompt:

$ssh <user>@<OA IP>
4. In the OA prompt, copy the code from the saved XML file and paste in the OA prompt.

Automation of 6125 Switches Configuration using Master
Installer on SeedVM

NOTE:

The 6125 switch configuration, DL control configuration, and the BL configuration are performed in
parallel by the Master Installer

The Master Installer playbook automatically calls the following scripts from /depot/hpe_nfvsystem/
common/tools/scripts/switch/mstre_switch_6125 directory.
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Table 11: Scripts incorporated in the Ansible playbook to configure 6125 switches

Script Name Purpose of the script

hpe_nfvsys_mstre_sw_6125_e1_3456_preche
ck.py
hpe_nfvsys_mstre_sw_6125_e2_3456_preche
ck.py

This script will validate the prerequisite of 6125
Switch automation.

hpe_nfvsys_mstre_sw_6125_e1_3456_master
_script.py
hpe_nfvsys_mstre_sw_6125_e2_3456_master
_script.py 

This script will orchestrate the configuration of the
6125 Switch cluster.

hpe_nfvsys_mstre_sw_6125_e1_3456_postch
eck.py   
hpe_nfvsys_mstre_sw_6125_e2_3456_postch
eck.py   

This script will validate the final configuration active
on 6125 Switch cluster.

The script will pause to confirm the completion of the initial manual switch configuration. Press Enter to
confirm.

After successful configuration of the 6125 Switch, the script will pause and prompt the following message in
Console.

NOTE:

If there is a breakdown during any of the steps, see HPE NFV System HPE Troubleshooting Guide for
Helion OpenStack Carrier Grade.

Automation of DL Control Configuration using Master
Installer

NOTE:

The 6125 switch configuration, DL control configuration, and the BL configuration are performed in
parallel by the Master Installer

Configuration of DL Control using master installer includes the following actions:

• Add an administrative user and password for DLs through iLO Rest API.
• Assign the iLO names based on the presence of different types of NICs on the DL control plane nodes.
• Populate the NFV System schema with iLO IP, user name, password, MAC address details for NFV

System component setup requirements.
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If the DL naming configuration is successfully completed, a NFVsystem Control DL Automation Done
Successfully message is displayed.

Automation of BL Configuration using Master Installer
NOTE:

The 6125 switch configuration, DL control configuration, and the BL configuration are performed in
parallel by the Master Installer

The BL configuration automation using master installer includes the following actions:

• Add an administrative user and password for BLs through iLO Rest API.
• Assign the iLO names based on the presence of different types of NICs on the BL Compute nodes.
• Populate the NFV System schema with iLO IP, user name, password, MAC address details for NFV

System component setup requirements.

If the BL naming configuration is successfully completed, a NFVsystem Compute BL Automation Done
Successfully message is displayed.

Deployment of hLinux KVM Through Master Installer
When the hLinux KVM is successfully configured, a Components configured successfully message
is displayed.

Deployment of GlusterFS Through Master Installer
If the GlusterFS (GFS) installation is successful, the current state of GFS will be INSTALLED.

NOTE:

After GFS is successfully installed, a pause is provided by Master Installer to manually copy the SSH
keys.

Passwordless authentication between NPOS controllers
IMPORTANT:
Ensure you perform the perform the "Copying SSH keys" procedure before continuing with master
installer.

The master installer will pause to prompt you to copy the SSH keys across NPOS controllers with the
following message:

Copy ssh keys across NPOS controllers and press enter to continue

Procedure

1. To copy RSA key generated in NPOS controller 1 to NPOS controller 1 and NPOS controller 2:
a. From different terminal, log in to NPOS controller 1.
b. Generate RSA key (press enter repeatedly till you see the prompt again).

===========================================================================
nfvadmin@rack1-ctrl1:~$ ssh-keygen -t rsa
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Generating public/private rsa key pair.
Enter file in which to save the key (/home/nfvadmin/.ssh/id_rsa):
Enter passphrase (empty for no passphrase):
Enter same passphrase again:
Your identification has been saved in /home/nfvadmin/.ssh/id_rsa.
Your public key has been saved in /home/nfvadmin/.ssh/id_rsa.pub.
The key fingerprint is:
a2:87:52:1b:87:bd:8c:08:60:91:3b:f0:81:4e:8c:f7 nfvadmin@rack1-ctrl1
The key's randomart image is:
+---[RSA 2048]----+
|oo.              |
|+++              |
|=+.o             |
|o+. Eo           |
|. . + + S        |
| . o O o         |
|  o = +          |
|   . .           |
|                 |
+-----------------+
nfvadmin@rack1-ctrl1:~$
============================================================================

c. To copy the RSA key generated from NPOS controller 1 to NPOS controller 1, execute the following
command:

nfvadmin@rack1-ctrl1:~$ ssh-copy-id rack1-ctrl1
The following message is displayed:

/usr/bin/ssh-copy-id: INFO: attempting to log in with the new key(s), to 
filter out any that are already installed
/usr/bin/ssh-copy-id: INFO: 1 key(s) remain to be installed -- if you are 
prompted now it is to install the new keys
nfvadmin@rack1-ctrl1's password:
nfvadmin@rack1-ctrl1:~$
============================================================================

d. To copy the generated RSA key from NPOS controller 1 to NPOS controller 2, execute the following
command:

============================================================================
nfvadmin@rack1-ctrl1:~$ ssh-copy-id rack1-ctrl2
/usr/bin/ssh-copy-id: INFO: attempting to log in with the new key(s), to 
filter out any that are already installed
/usr/bin/ssh-copy-id: INFO: 1 key(s) remain to be installed -- if you are 
prompted now it is to install the new keys
nfvadmin@rack1-ctrl2's password:

Number of key(s) added: 1

Now try logging into the machine, with:   "ssh 'rack1-ctrl2'"
and check to make sure that only the key(s) you wanted were added.

nfvadmin@rack1-ctrl1:~$
e. Type the password and press Enter.

2. To copy RSA key generated in NPOS controller 2 to NPOS controller 1 and NPOS controller 2.
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a. From different terminal, log in to NPOS controller 2.
b. Generate RSA key (press enter repeatedly till you see the prompt again).

===========================================================================
nfvadmin@rack1-ctrl2:~$ ssh-keygen -t rsa
Generating public/private rsa key pair.
Enter file in which to save the key (/home/nfvadmin/.ssh/id_rsa):
Enter passphrase (empty for no passphrase):
Enter same passphrase again:
Your identification has been saved in /home/nfvadmin/.ssh/id_rsa.
Your public key has been saved in /home/nfvadmin/.ssh/id_rsa.pub.
The key fingerprint is:
a2:87:52:1b:87:bd:8c:08:60:91:3b:f0:81:4e:8c:f7 nfvadmin@rack1-ctrl2
The key's randomart image is:
+---[RSA 2048]----+
|oo.              |
|+++              |
|=+.o             |
|o+. Eo           |
|. . + + S        |
| . o O o         |
|  o = +          |
|   . .           |
|                 |
+-----------------+
nfvadmin@rack1-ctrl2:~$
============================================================================

c. To copy the RSA key generated earlier in NPOS controller 2 to NPOS controller 1, execute the
following command:

nfvadmin@rack1-ctrl2:~$ ssh-copy-id rack1-ctrl1
The following message is displayed:

/usr/bin/ssh-copy-id: INFO: attempting to log in with the new key(s), to 
filter out any that are already installed
/usr/bin/ssh-copy-id: INFO: 1 key(s) remain to be installed -- if you are 
prompted now it is to install the new keys
nfvadmin@rack1-ctrl2's password:
nfvadmin@rack1-ctrl2:~$
============================================================================

d. To copy the generated RSA key from NPOS controller 2 to NPOS controller 2, execute the following
command:

============================================================================
nfvadmin@rack1-ctrl2:~$ ssh-copy-id rack1-ctrl2
/usr/bin/ssh-copy-id: INFO: attempting to log in with the new key(s), to 
filter out any that are already installed
/usr/bin/ssh-copy-id: INFO: 1 key(s) remain to be installed -- if you are 
prompted now it is to install the new keys
nfvadmin@rack1-ctrl1's password:

Number of key(s) added: 1
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Now try logging into the machine, with:   "ssh 'rack1-ctrl1'"
and check to make sure that only the key(s) you wanted were added.

nfvadmin@rack1-ctr2:~$
e. Type the password and press Enter.

3. Go back to the master installer terminal and press Enter to continue. The master installer will resume.

Deployment of OpenSAF Through Master Installer
This involves the deployment and configuration of OpenSAF controllers on top of KVM nodes.

OpenSAF is used here for high availability of KVM VMs. This involves the deployment and configuration of
OpenSAF controllers on NPOS controllers.

Deployment of CMC Through Master Installer
If the storage type is selected as VSA in the CID, the Master Installer will trigger the CMC deployment.

NOTE:

The CMC, OneView, cliTool, and hLinuxVM are deployed in parallel by the Master Installer

Deployment of OneView Through Master Installer
NOTE:

The OneView, cliTool, and hLinuxVM are deployed in parallel by the Master Installer

If the OneView VM is successfully deployed, a corresponding Deployment Successfull message is
displayed in green color.

NOTE:

A pause is provided for the end user to perform the manual configuration of OneView. The end user
must press Enter from the keyboard to proceed to the next component after manual configuration of
OneView.

After the manual configuration, OneView and the hLinux value-add VM are automatically configured in
parallel.

Manual configuration of IP address for OneView VM

Once the deployment of OneView is completed, the user must manually configure the IP address for OneView
VM. The Master Installer waits for this activity to be performed manually.

1. Run the $ sudo virsh list --all command on both the controllers to check where the VM is up
and running.

2. Run the vnc4server command in the controller where the OneView VM is running (NPOS controllers 1
or 2).

3. Copy the session number as highlighted in the following image:
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4. Open MobaXterm and click VNC.

5. Under Basic Vnc settings, enter the following information:

a. Remote hostname or IP address: <enter IP address of NPOS controller running the HPE OneView>.
b. Port: 5902
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NOTE:

The last digit of the port number in the Basic Vnc settings in step 4 corresponds to the session
number displayed in step 3.

6. Click OK. A prompt to enter password, which was set in the previous step, is displayed. After the password
is authenticated, the HPE OneView initialization screen is displayed.

NOTE:

In certain scenarios, the vncserver may display the Controller's home page instead of the HPE
OneView initialization screen. In the Controller's home page, enter the virt-manager command. A
new page, which contains the list of applications that are currently running in the Controller, is
displayed. Double-click the oneviewkvm application to open the HPE OneView page.

NOTE:

During the HPE OneView initiation process, the system validates the accuracy of the start up
information which may take some time.

7. After the auto installation, complete the following manual configuration steps:

a. On the HPE OneView License page, click the Agree button.
b. On the HPE OneView Support page, select Enabled for authorized access and click OK.
c. In the HPE OneView login page, enter the user name and password as administrator and admin

respectively.
d. When prompted, change the password for accessing HPE OneView and click OK. After you install HPE

OneView and log in for the first time, the Appliance Networking page appears.
e. In the Appliance Networking page, specify the appliance host name, NCP IPv4 address, NCP

Gateway, and Subnet mask per the OneView tab in the CID.
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NOTE:

You can modify the time and language settings as required. You can view the progress for
applying the network settings.

f. Open the deployed HPE OneView console and click the Dashboard link to open the main page of the
HPE OneView.
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NOTE:

If there is any failure in the deployment of any component, see Failures in OneView.

g. Press Enter to proceed to the HPE OneView configuration of control DLs and compute BLs.

Once the HPE OneView configuration is complete successfully, the following message is displayed:

OneView - Success
If the DL’s and BL’s are configured successfully from OneView, the Configuration of Control
DL's completed successfully and Configuration of Compute BL's are Successful
messages are respectively displayed.

8. To verify the successful configuration of the DLs and BLs, execute the following command:

cplm oneview -o curr_state
The result must display "Configured".

NOTE:

If the HPE OneView configuration of any of the compute DLs fail due to any hardware failures, remove
all the affected DLs and restart the configuration. These DLs will be automatically configured.

NOTE:

If a OneView server profile error occurs as shown in the following image, manually configure the RAID
for the server, and proceed with the OneView deployment.

NOTE:

For manual configuration of RAID for the server, see Manual RAID Configuration for NPOS DLs.
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Deployment of ELK Cluster through Master Installer
IMPORTANT:

A pause is provided by the master installer for the end user to complete the prerequisites for the ELK
deployment.

Prerequisites:

• Both the baremetals where ELK stack is being installed must be in powered-off state. To power-off the ELK
specific nodes:

1. Go through the DL jsons.
2. Locate the hostname with MML, and power them off.

• Disable the Embedded NICs.

The master installer while deploying the ELK stack performs the following actions:

1. Register - creates the required jsons for the ELK cluster.
2. Install - Prepares the baremetal nodes with all the required packages and networking.

NOTE:

The OS might randomly install on the baremetals with the node 2 installing before node 1.

3. Configure - Brings up the ELK stack.

NOTE:

To verify the successful installation of the ELK stack, access the following URL: https://VIP_IP
For the VIP_IP information, see the ELK tab in the CID. The log in credentials are nfvadmin and
HP1nvent.

For manual deployment of HCG 4.0 ELK stack, see Manual Deployment of HCG 4.0 ELK stack.

NOTE:

At the time of installation, ELK node uses NFV-PXE as the default gateway. To change the gateway to
OAM network, reboot the ELK nodes.

Deployment of VSA Through Master Installer
NOTE:

If VSA is selected as the storage type in the CID, the Master Installer will trigger the deployment of VSA.

The following are the steps involved in deployment and configuration of VSA:

• hLinux installation on three DLs using Cobbler
• VSA VM deployment using Ansible
• VSA configuration (Creating management group and cluster and presenting the volumes for KVM nodes)

Procedure

1. Open the iLO console to check the installation status of all the VSA DLs.
2. If VSA VM installation is successfully completed, a The Current State of VSA is INSTALLED

message is displayed in green color.
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NOTE:

• During the hLinux installation, if any issues are observed with the network auto configuration,
press Enter to continue to the next page. In the next page, select the Retry network
autoconfiguration option and press Enter.

• After the VSA is successfully installed, the VSA DL's will automatically restart. If the system does
not automatically reboot in 270 seconds, click Power Switch > Reset.

3. If VSA VM installation is successfully configured, a The Current State of VSA is CONFIGURED
message is displayed in green color.

IMPORTANT:

A pause is provided in the Master Installer to change the network configuration of VSA from CMC.
After the changes are complete, press Enter to continue the installation. For information about
manually configuring the interface of VSA using CMC, see Manual configuration of VSA interface
using CMC on page 106.

Changing the .ssh directory permission
After VSA has been installed, the master installer pauses and displays the following prompt:
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Manually change the permissions to .ssh directory. Follow the - Changing 
the .ssh directory permissions section - in HCG Starter Kit Installation Guide. 
Press Enter once completed
To change the .ssh directory permissions from "root" to "nfvadmin":

Procedure

1. Log in to seedvm using the nfvadmin credentials.
2. Execute the following command:

sudo chown nfvadmin:nfvadmin .ssh
3. To verify whether all the files under .ssh directory have nfvadmin permissions, execute the following

commands:

cd .ssh
ls -ltr

4. Press Enter to continue with master installer.

Deployment of Value Adds through Master Installer
Deployment of value adds includes the following components:

• Deployment of hLinux VM
• Deployment of CLI Tool
• Deployment of Intelligent Resource Manager (IRM) and Dynamic Compute Node Addition

Deployment of hLinux Value Add VM

NOTE:

The OneView, cliTool, and hLinuxVM are deployed in parallel by the Master Installer

This deployment involves the installation of hLinux value-add VM in one of the KVM cluster nodes.

If the value-add VM deployment is successfully completed, a The Current State of hLinux
Valueadd is INSTALLED message is displayed in green color.

Deployment of CLI Tool VM

NOTE:

The OneView, cliTool, and hLinuxVM are deployed in parallel by the Master Installer.

When the CLI Tool VM is successfully deployed, the following message is displayed:

The current state of CLITOOL is INSTALLED

NOTE:

With the CLI Tool deployment, the Celery along with its dependencies is also installed.

Press Enter to exit the master installer and proceed to the configuration stage of CLI Tool VM.

NOTE:

If there is a failure in the CLI Tool deployment, troubleshoot the issue and do the following :

ansible-playbook hpe_nfvsys_master_installer.yml --tags "nfvsys_clitool"
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Press Enter to exit the master installer.

IMPORTANT:

Once CLItool configuration is completed:

1. Execute the following command to configure UI and setup the celery process in CLItool VM from /
home/nfvadmin/NFV_CLI/cli/nfvShell/:

sudo python configure_ui.py
2. Execute the following command for setting up the variable used by UI internally from /opt/

hpe_nfvs/nfvs_portal/nfvshell/:

sudo python Configfile.py
3. Navigate to the /home/nfvadmin/NFV_CLI/cli/nfvShell directory, and execute the following

command to generate the port map structure in the .json format for UI:

sudo python hpe_nfvsys_portmap.py

Deployment of Intelligent Resource Manager and Dynamic Compute Node
Addition using Master Installer

If the Intelligent Resource Manager (IRM) and Dynamic Compute Node Addition installation is successful, the
current state of IRM and Dynamic Compute Node Addition will be INSTALLED.

NOTE:

The IRM and Dynamic Compute Node Addition are installed but not configured by the Master Installer.
To configure IRM and Dynamic Compute Node Addition, see the manual steps provided in Intelligent
Resource Manager Installation using the CPLM and Dynamic Compute Nodes Installation using
CPLM.

Deployment of HCG 4.0 Through Master Installer
HCG 4.0 is automatically deployed after configuration of hLinux and OneView.

NOTE:

Based on the number of regions selected in the CID, master installer will deploy HCG 4.0 accordingly.

Master Installer to Run Specific Component using Tags
If the end user wants to run on a specific component without running the whole master playbook, then the
Master Installer should be run with the -tags option which directly calls the specific component. After
successful execution, the Master Installer exits and will not continue to the next component. By using the
following tags, the specific component will be installed.

NOTE:

Ansible tags only work for these components: OpenSAF and Valueadds.

• $ansible-playbook hpe_nfvsys_master_installer.yml --tags "nfvsys_opensaf"
• $ansible-playbook hpe_nfvsys_master_installer.yml --tags "nfvsys_valueadds"
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Addition of Compute nodes to HCG
IMPORTANT:

If you are installing the add-on kits, one at a time, then you must perform the addition of the compute
nodes to HCG after each add-on kit installation. If you are installing multiple add-on kits at the same
time, you can add compute nodes to HCG as a one-time activity.

The NFV System offers a new way for CSPs to design, deploy, and manage networking services. By
decoupling the network functions from proprietary hardware appliances, CSPs can accelerate the introduction
of new, compelling services quickly and cost effectively.

Disabling RMRR settings for compute nodes
After the OA automation is complete, you can access the iLO on the BLs for compute nodes. Disable RMRR
setting each compute node manually.

Prerequisites
OA automation using the master installer must be complete and successful.

Procedure

1. Log into the HP iLO using the HP iLO username and credentials. The iLO Overview window is
displayed.

2. Select Integrated remote console and click .Net. The Application Run window is displayed.
3. Click Run. The iLO Integrated remote console screen appears.
4. To reboot DL, from the Power Switch drop-down menu, select Reset option. The POST (Power-On-Self-

Test) screen appears after the reboot of the machine.
5. To go to the System Utilities, press F9 . The System Utilities window is displayed.
6. Select System Configuration and press Enter.
7. Scroll down to Slot 1 Port 1: HP Ethernet 10GB 2-Port 560M + Adapter - NIC and press Enter.
8. Scroll to Device Level Configuration and press Enter.
9. Scroll to Disable HP Shared Memory Features and press Enter.
10. From the drop-down menu, select Enabled (Default is Disabled).

11. Press F10 to save the changes. Press Y when prompted.

NOTE:
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Repeat the steps 6 through 11 for Slot 2.
12. Press esc several times to go back to System Configuration screen.
13. Scroll down to Embedded FlexibleLOM Port 1 - HP FlexFabric 20Gb 2-port 650FLB Adapter - NIC

and press Enter.
14. Scroll down to NIC Configuration and press Enter.
15. Scroll down to HP Shared Memory Feature and press Enter.
16. From the drop-down menu, select Disable (Default is Enabled).

17. Press F10 to save the changes. Press Y when prompted.
18. From Power Switch drop-down, select Reset to reboot the server for the changes to take effect.

Adding Compute Nodes to HCG 4.0
Prerequisites

• OneView profile must be applied to the compute node baremetals.
• RAID configuration must be done for the compute node baremetals.
• RMRR settings for compute nodes must be disabled. For detailed information on the disabling the RMRR

settings, see Disabling RMRR settings for compute nodes.

Procedure

1. Log in to SeedVM.
2. Change directory to:

$cd /depot/hpe_nfvsystem/common/tools/scripts/cg_cloud/
3. To generate the schema file for the compute nodes, execute the following commands:

$python hpe_nfvsys_create_compute_schema.py --vim HCG
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Based on the number of regions selected by the user, the jsons are generated in the following location:

/depot/hpe_nfvsystem/common/schema/nsds/base/component_current_config
For example, if two regions have been selected, then two jsons are generated:

hpe_nfvsys_hcg_compute_nodes_region1.json
hpe_nfvsys_hcg_compute_nodes_region2.json

4. To add compute nodes:
a. Retrieve the following details from CID:

• BLS VLAN ID
• Virtual Functions Count
• Huge Pages Count (2M and 1G)

b. Source the stackrc file for the respective HCG region. For more information, see HCG Installation.
For example:

$source /opt/stackrc_regionone
$source /opt/stackrc_regiontwo

c. Execute the following commands for the addition of compute nodes:

compute-manager add
--schema <schema file location path for respective regions>
--infra-vlan <BLS VLAN ID>
--vf-count <Virtual Functions Count>
--huge-pages <Huge Pages Count *2M and 1G>

NOTE:

To add the compute nodes to the respective regions, use the region-specific schema jsons
generated earlier. For example:

compute-manager add --schema (Region 1)
compute-manager add
--schema /depot/hpe_nfvsystem/common/schema/nsds/base/
component_current_config/hpe_nfvsys_hcg_compute_nodes_region1.json
--infra-vlan 192
--vf-count 32
--huge-pages 2M=2000,1G=50
compute-manager add --schema (Region 2)
compute-manager add
--schema /depot/hpe_nfvsystem/common/schema/nsds/base/
component_current_config/hpe_nfvsys_hcg_compute_nodes_region2.json
--infra-vlan 192
--vf-count 32
--huge-pages 2M=2000,1G=50

NOTE:

During the process of adding the compute nodes, if a failure message is displayed for any compute
node, check the log files available in the following location:

/var/log/compute-manager
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Post-Install Configuration
This chapter describes the configurations for the various components after they are installed.

NOTE:

The Overcloud Dashboard cannot be viewed because of a bug in Horizon. For information about the
workaround to access the Overcloud Dashboard, see HPE NFV System Troubleshooting Guide for Red
Hat OpenStack Platform.

Post-Install Configuration for CMC
Once the VSA is configured, which involves creation of management group and cluster, some of the post-
configuration still needs to be done. Following are the details of the configuration required.

• Configure the SNMP settings
• Add licenses for all the three VSAs
• Configure the NTP settings
• Install the VSA patch

The first three scripts will be executed using the hpe_nfvsys_vsa_postinstall.py automation script.
This script is available in the /depot/hpe_nfvsystem/common/tools/cplm/cplm_lib/cplm_vsa
directory. This script sets up the DNS, adds SNMP, and SMTP configuration. The logs of the scripts are
available in the /var/hpe_nfvsystem/logs directory.

As there is no option to set NTP using CLIQ, since the NTP must be set manually by logging into CMC.

Configuring NTP Settings
The date and time settings of the VSA must be synchronized with that of the NTP server. To synchronize the
date and time settings, complete the following steps:

1. Log in to the CMC console.
2. Click the Management group and click the Time tab
3. Click Time Tasks > Add NTP Server.
4. In the Add NTP Server dialog box, enter the IP address of the NTP server, and click OK. The IP address

can be retrieved from the CID.

NOTE:

• If there are multiple NTP servers, select the Preferred radio button to confirm the currently
specified NTP server as a primary server.

• Ensure the NTP server specified in the Add NTP Server dialog box is active and can be pinged
from the OpenSAF nodes. If the NTP server is not available, then OpenSAF controller 0 can be
used as the NTP server.

Installing VSA Patch
This VSA patch resolves the VSA volume evacuation issue and upgrades from version 12.6 bundle 155 to
version 12.6 bundle 162.

The Nova evacuation fails for system boot from VSA volume and volume instance. The evacuation
sometimes fails for instances created from the image with volume attached. When the evacuation fails,
instances move to an error or shutdown state. It is also observed that sometimes the Cinder VSA volumes
move to a bad state.
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This patch is deployed sequentially in the following two parts:

1. Upgrade the CMC application.
2. Install the patch on VSA VM.

Prerequisites
Before installing this patch, ensure that the following conditions are satisfied:

• CMC VM is up and running on version 12.6 bundle 155
• VSA are up and running
• CMC application should not report any issues on the VSA VM
• Cluster IP is pinging from the HCG controller node.

The following packages must be available in the Seed VM:

• CMC_12.6.00.0162.0_Installer_Linux.bin
• Bundle_56005_12.6.tar

NOTE:

Installation of this VSA patch is mandatory. The patch installation in this scenario is a manual process.
Ensure that you create a backup before installing the patch.

Procedure

1. The first part of the patch deployment is to upgrade the CMC application. To upgrade the CMC application,
login to the CMC VM.

NOTE:

It is recommended to use the Putty terminal client to access the CMC KVM VM for the first part of the
patch deployment.

2. Copy the CMC_12.6.00.0162.0_Installer_Linux.bin and Bundle_56005_12.6.tar files from
the Seed VM in the /depot/hpe_nfvsystem/hpe_nfvcp/hpe_vsa/product/packages/ directory
to the /home/nfvadmin/ directory of CMC VM.

3. In CMC VM, navigate to the /home/nfvadmin directory and extract the Bundle_56005_12.6.tar file
using the tar -xvf Bundle_56005_12.6.tar command.

The Bundle_56005_12.6.tar file is extracted in the /home/nfvadmin/ directory.
4. Change the permission of the following files and folder to 755 using the corresponding commands:

$ sudo chmod 755 CMC_12.6.00.0162.0_Installer_Linux.bin
$ sudo chmod –R 755 Bundle_56005_12.6

5. Run the $ sudo ./CMC_12.6.00.0162.0_Installer_Linux.bin command and provide the
required inputs for the options during the installation.
a. Select Locale as English by entering the option 1.
b. In the introduction to the InstallAnywhere application, press Enter to continue with the installation.
c. In the License Agreement, press Enter to continue.
d. In the DO YOU ACCEPT THE TERMS OF THIS LICENSE AGREEMENT? (Y/N): query, enter Y.
e. In the Choose Install Set query, enter the option 2 to select the Typical Install set.
f. In the Choose Install Folder query, enter /opt/HPE/StoreVirtual/UI as the directory. Press

Enter if this path is displayed as the default directory.
g. In the Uninstall Previous Version query, enter Next as the option, and press Enter to continue.
h. In the Installation Options query, enter the option 1 to select the link location. Press Enter if this

option is displayed as the default option.
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i. In the Post-Install Options query, enter the option 2 to avoid CMC startup after the upgrade.
j. Review the pre-installation summary and press Enter to start the upgrade.
k. After the upgrade is complete, press Enter to exit the installer.

6. After the CMC upgrade is complete, the second part of the patch deployment is to install the patch on VSA
VM. To install the patch on VSA VM, complete the following steps:
a. Login to CMC using the following commands:

nfvadmin@cmckvm:~$ cd /opt/HPE/StoreVirtual/UI/
nfvadmin@cmckvm:/opt/HPE/StoreVirtual/UI$ ./HPE\ StoreVirtual\ Centralized\ 
Management\ Console

b. Login to the Management Group.

c. Click the Configuration Summary option from the panel on the left, and click the Upgrades tab.
d. In the Upgrades tab, click Check for Upgrades and select Use local media.

NOTE:

Expect a short delay in viewing the Use local media option.

e. Browse to the /home/nfvadmin/patch/VSAPatch/Bundle_56005_12.6 directory.
f. Click Continue.

g. In the list of patches that are displayed, click Install.
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h. After the patch installation is successfully completed, click Finish.
i. Verify that the patch is successfully deployed by checking the patch versions of each VSA instance.

The patch version is highlighted in the following image:

Post-Install Configuration for HPE OneView
The post-install configuration for HPE OneView must be manually performed from the HPE OneView
appliance. As part of post-configuration, you must add the licenses for using HPE OneView. To apply
OneView licenses for the first time, complete the following steps:

Procedure

1. Log into HPE OneView with the credentials available in the CID.
2. Navigate to HP OneView > Settings.
3. In the Licenses group, click Add. The Add License dialog box is displayed.
4. Enter the new license key.
5. Click Add. The new license for OneView is added.
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Post-Install Verification for HCG
As part of the post-install configuration for HCG, ensure that HCG licenses are registered on the HPE Support
site. For more information, see HPE NFV System License Registration Guide.

Verifying Installation using Health Check
This section explains about the health check of the NFV system.

1. Log in to CLI Tool VM using the credentials in the CID.
2. Run the $ nfvShell nfvsystem check -o all command.

Workflow of NFV System health check

The nfvShell nfvsystem check -o all command checks the status of all the components of NFV
system software like NPOS, HCG, CEPH, and OpenSAF. It gives the ping, ssh and service status of the
components.

Components included in health check

NFV Seed VM, Ceph, KVM, Opensaf, Oneview, hLinuxVM, cliTool, and OpenStack services.

NOTE:

At this point the NFV System is completely installed and configured. If the system must be shut down,
see the startup and shutdown procedures in HPE NFV System Operations Guide for Helion OpenStack
Carrier Grade.
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Establishing Connectivity between NFV System
and Customer Network

After the installation of the Enclosure Starter Kit is completed and shipped to the customer, the NFV System
ToR switches must be connected to the customer network ToR switches or customer data center network
switches to establish communications between the NFV System and customer network.

The following are the primary activities for enabling communication between the NFV System and the
customer network:

• IP configuration for NFV System ToR switch based on customer-provided routing protocol
• Loopback configuration for VxLAN tunnel configuration
• Routing protocol configuration for communication with the customer data center network

After the NFV System hardware is installed at the premises of the customer, the underlay network
configuration or transport network configuration is performed. This configuration enables the NFV system to
communicate with the customer network. This process includes integrating the NFV System ToR switch and
the customer data center core switch or router.

The manual switch configuration process consists of the following steps:

• Loopback interface configuration
• IP interface configuration to connect to the transport VLAN network
• Routing protocol configuration
• VxLAN tunnel configuration
• Addition of VxLAN tunnel to VSI

Example Underlay Network Configuration for NFV System
Data Plane Network Configuration

An example of the manual switch configuration required for the underlay network configuration is described in
this section. The following diagram illustrates the underlay network configuration.
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Figure 7: Underlay Network Configuration

The following table lists the details of IP addresses and interfaces for underlay network configuration.

Table 12: IP addresses and interfaces for underlay network configuration

NFV System ToR Switch 5950 Customer ToR Switch

Loopback
Interface

Lo 0 10.10.10.10/32 Loopback
Interface

Lo 0 20.20.20.20/32

VLAN
Interface

VLAN 100 192.168.1.2/30 VLAN
Interface

VLAN 100 192.168.1.1/30

Connected
Interface

Bridge-aggregation 50 Connected
Interface

Bridge-aggregation 51
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Configuring NFV System 5950 Switch
The IP addresses must be assigned to the Loopback interface Lo 0 and the bridge-aggregation 50 interface.
These interfaces are pre-configured by the factory automation scripts. These IP addresses are used as the
source IP addresses of the VxLAN tunnels to switch B and switch C.

[Switch1] interface loopback 0
[Switch1-Loopback0] ip address 10.10.10.10 255.255.255.255
[Switch1-Loopback0] quit
[Switch1] vlan 100
[Switch1-vlan100]description “Transport Vlan”
[Switch1-vlan100]quit
[Switch1]interface vlan 100
[Switch1-vlan100]ip address 192.168.1.2 255.255.255.252
[Switch1-vlan100]quit
By default, the data traffic in transport VLAN is disabled in the bridge-aggregation interface by the factory
automation scripts. However, as the physnet (Provider Network) is configured to allow data traffic in the
bridge-aggregation interface only by transport VLAN, the bridge-aggregation interface must be enabled to
accept transport VLAN.

[Switch1]interface bridge-aggregation 50
[Switch1]port trunk permit vlan 100 162 167 to 169 801 to 900 1000 to 1100 1200 
to 1300
[Switch1]undo shut

NOTE:

This example uses OSPF as the routing protocol. This protocol can be replaced with other routing
protocols, for example, BGP or IS-IS. Ensure that the routing protocols are the same for all the switches
(5950 Starter Kit switch, 5940 Storage Kit switch and Core Switch).

[Switch1]ospf 1
[Switch1-ospf-1]default-route-advertise
[Switch1-ospf-1]area 0
[Switch1-ospf-1-area-0.0.0.0]network 10.10.10.10 0.0.0.0
[Switch1-ospf-1-area-0.0.0.0]network 192.168.1.0 0.0.0.3
[Switch1-ospf-1-area-0.0.0.0]

Configuring Customer Core Switch
The VLAN, Loopback interface Lo 0, and the bridge-aggregation 51 interface are configured on the customer
network ToR switch.

[Switch1] interface loopback 0
[Switch1-Loopback0] ip address 5.5.5.5 255.255.255.255
[Switch1-Loopback0] quit
[Switch1] vlan 100
[Switch1-vlan100]description “Transport Vlan”
[Switch1-vlan100]quit
[Switch1]interface vlan 100
[Switch1-vlan100]ip address 192.168.1.1 255.255.255.252
[Switch1-vlan100]quit
[Switch1]interface bridge-aggregation 51
[Switch1]Undo port trunk permit vlan 1
[Switch1]port trunk permit vlan 100 162 167 to 169 801 to 900 1000 to 1100 1200 
to 1300
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NOTE:

In the bridge-aggregation 51 interface, the physnet must be configured to allow data traffic from the
Compute kit. The required physnet information is available in the CID.

NOTE:

This example uses OSPF as the routing protocol. This protocol can be replaced with other routing
protocols, for example, BGP or IS-IS.

[Switch1]ospf 1
[Switch1-ospf-1]area 0
[Switch1-ospf-1-area-0.0.0.0]network 10.10.10.10 0.0.0.0
[Switch1-ospf-1-area-0.0.0.0]network 192.168.1.0 0.0.0.3
[Switch1-ospf-1-area-0.0.0.0]

Example Underlay Network Configuration for Static Route
Configuration

An example of the manual switch configuration required for the static route underlay network configuration is
described in this section.
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Figure 8: Underlay Network Configuration for Static Routing

IP addresses and interfaces for underlay network configuration

The following table lists the details of IP addresses and interfaces for underlay network configuration for static
routing.

NFV System ToR Switch 5950 of Starter Kit

Loopback Interface Lo 0 - 10.10.10.10/32

VLAN Interface VLAN 7 - 10.206.7.2

Static IP address 0.0.0.0.0 10.206.7.1

NFV System ToR Switch 5940 of Add-on Kit 1

Loopback Interface Lo 0 - 30.30.30.30/32

VLAN Interface VLAN 41 - 10.207.41.2

Static IP address 0.0.0.0.0 10.207.41.1
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NFV System ToR Switch 5950 of Add-on Kit 2

Loopback Interface Lo 0 - 20.20.20.20/32

VLAN Interface VLAN 35 - 10.206.35.2

Static IP address 0.0.0.0.0 10.206.35.1

Customer Data Center Core Switch 5900

VLAN Interfaces • For switch 5950 of Starter Kit: VLAN 7 -
10.206.7.1

• For switch 5940 of Add-on Kit 1: VLAN 41 -
10.207.42.1

• For switch 5950 of Add-on Kit 2: VLAN 35 -
10.206.35.1

Static IP address • For switch 5950 of Starter Kit: 10.10.10.10 32
10.206.7.2

• For switch 5940 of Add-on Kit 1: 30.30.30.30 32
10.207.41.2

• For switch 5950 of Add-on Kit 2: 20.20.20.20 32
10.206.35.2

Static Routing Configuration for 5950-1 Switch on NFV System Starter Kit
The IP addresses must be assigned to the Loopback interface Lo 0. These interfaces are pre-configured by
the factory automation scripts. These IP addresses are used as the source IP addresses of the VxLAN
tunnels.

[5950]interface loopback 0
[5950]ip address 10.10.10.10 255.255.255.255
[5950]quit

[5950]vlan 7
[5950]description “Transport Vlan”
[5950]quit

[5950]interface vlan 7
[5950]ip address 10.206.7.2 255.255.255.0
[5950]quit

[5950]interface ten 1/0/1:1
[5950]port access vlan 7
[5950]quit

NOTE:

The following example uses the static routing protocol. This protocol can be replaced with other routing
protocols, for example, OSPF, BGP or IS-IS. Ensure that the routing protocols are the same for all the
switches (5950 Starter Kit switch, 5940 Storage Kit switch and the customer core switch).

To add static route to the customer data center core switch:

[5950]ip route-static 0.0.0.0 0 10.206.7.1
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Static Routing Configuration for 5940-1 Switch on NFV System Add-On Kit-1
The IP addresses must be assigned to the Loopback interface Lo 0. These interfaces are pre-configured by
the factory automation scripts. These IP addresses are used as the source IP addresses of the VxLAN
tunnels.

[5940]interface loopback 0
[5940]ip address 30.30.30.30 255.255.255.255
[5940]quit

[5940]vlan 41
[5940]description “Transport Vlan”
[5940]quit

[5940]interface vlan 41
[5940]ip address 10.207.41.2 255.255.255.0
[5940]quit

[5940]interface ten 1/0/1:1
[5940]port access vlan 41
[5940]quit

NOTE:

The following example uses the static routing protocol. This protocol can be replaced with other routing
protocols, for example, OSPF, BGP or IS-IS. Ensure that the routing protocols are the same for all the
switches (5950 Starter Kit switch, 5940 Storage Kit switch and the customer core switch).

To add static route to the customer data center core switch:

[5950]ip route-static 0.0.0.0 0 10.207.41.1

Static Routing Configuration for 5950-1 Switch on NFV System Add-On Kit-2
The IP addresses must be assigned to the Loopback interface Lo 0. These interfaces are pre-configured by
the factory automation scripts. These IP addresses are used as the source IP addresses of the VxLAN
tunnels.

[5950]interface loopback 0
[5950]ip address 20.20.20.20 255.255.255.255
[5950]quit

[5950]vlan 35
[5950]description “Transport Vlan”
[5950]quit

[5950]interface vlan 35
[5950]ip address 10.206.35.2 255.255.255.0
[5950]quit

[5950]interface ten 1/0/5:1
[5950]port access vlan 35
[5950]quit

NOTE:

The following example uses the static routing protocol. This protocol can be replaced with other routing
protocols, for example, OSPF, BGP or IS-IS. Ensure that the routing protocols are the same for all the
switches (5950 Starter Kit switch, 5940 Storage Kit switch and the customer core switch).
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To add static route to the customer data center core switch:

[5950]ip route-static 0.0.0.0 0 10.207.35.1

Static Route Configuration for Customer 5900 Core Switch
The VLAN is configured on the customer network ToR switch.

[Core]vlan 7
[Core]description “Transport Vlan for Starter Kit”
[Core]quit

[Core]interface vlan 7
[Core]ip address 10.206.7.1 255.255.255.0
[Core]quit

[Core]interface ten 1/0/11
[Core]port access vlan 7
[Core]quit

[Core]vlan 41
[Core]description “Transport Vlan for Add-on kit-1”
[Core]quit

[Core]interface vlan 41
[Core]ip address 10.207.41.1 255.255.255.0
[Core]quit

[Core]interface ten 1/0/48
[Core]port access vlan 41
[Core]quit

[Core]vlan 35
[Core]description “Transport Vlan for Add-on kit-2”
[Core]quit

[Core]interface vlan 35
[Core]ip address 10.206.35.1 255.255.255.0
[Core]quit

[Core]interface ten 1/0/41
[Core]port access vlan 35
[Core]quit

NOTE:

This example uses the static routing protocol. This protocol can be replaced with other routing protocols,
for example, OSPF, BGP or IS-IS.

To add static route to the NFV System ToR switch:

[Core]ip route-static 10.10.10.10 32 10.206.7.2
[Core]ip route-static 30.30.30.30 32 10.207.41.2
[Core]ip route-static 20.20.20.20 32 10.206.35.2

NOTE:

For the Add-on Kits, the static route configuration process is the same as described here. However,
ensure that the correct IP addresses are provided.
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Transition to Support
Transition to Support (TtS) is the process where essential information about an HPE NFV configuration and
installation is collected and stored in an HPE repository. This information is required in order to provide a
seamless solution support experience once the HPE NFV System is in production. The handover of the
relevant information is executed in close cooperation with the TS Support and initiated by sending an e-mail
to GSD CSC NFV Masters at sdnnfvcoe@hpe.com

Once the email is received, a global NFV Master engineer will respond to the email confirming the initial
information. This initiates a collaborative collection of the Transition to Support information and results in
access to the NFV Master support and resources. Additional information regarding Complete Transition to
Support instructions for NFV systems can be found in the “NFV System TtS As-Built” document.
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Websites
General websites

Hewlett Packard Enterprise Information Library
www.hpe.com/info/EIL

Single Point of Connectivity Knowledge (SPOCK) Storage compatibility matrix
www.hpe.com/storage/spock

Storage white papers and analyst reports
www.hpe.com/storage/whitepapers

For additional websites, see Support and other resources.
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Support and other resources

Accessing Hewlett Packard Enterprise Support
• For live assistance, go to the Contact Hewlett Packard Enterprise Worldwide website:

http://www.hpe.com/assistance
• To access documentation and support services, go to the Hewlett Packard Enterprise Support Center

website:

http://www.hpe.com/support/hpesc

Information to collect

• Technical support registration number (if applicable)
• Product name, model or version, and serial number
• Operating system name and version
• Firmware version
• Error messages
• Product-specific reports and logs
• Add-on products or components
• Third-party products or components

Accessing updates
• Some software products provide a mechanism for accessing software updates through the product

interface. Review your product documentation to identify the recommended software update method.
• To download product updates:

Hewlett Packard Enterprise Support Center
www.hpe.com/support/hpesc

Hewlett Packard Enterprise Support Center: Software downloads
www.hpe.com/support/downloads

Software Depot
www.hpe.com/support/softwaredepot

• To subscribe to eNewsletters and alerts:

www.hpe.com/support/e-updates
• To view and update your entitlements, and to link your contracts and warranties with your profile, go to the

Hewlett Packard Enterprise Support Center More Information on Access to Support Materials page:

www.hpe.com/support/AccessToSupportMaterials

IMPORTANT:

Access to some updates might require product entitlement when accessed through the Hewlett Packard
Enterprise Support Center. You must have an HPE Passport set up with relevant entitlements.

Customer self repair
Hewlett Packard Enterprise customer self repair (CSR) programs allow you to repair your product. If a CSR
part needs to be replaced, it will be shipped directly to you so that you can install it at your convenience.
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Some parts do not qualify for CSR. Your Hewlett Packard Enterprise authorized service provider will
determine whether a repair can be accomplished by CSR.

For more information about CSR, contact your local service provider or go to the CSR website:

http://www.hpe.com/support/selfrepair

Remote support
Remote support is available with supported devices as part of your warranty or contractual support
agreement. It provides intelligent event diagnosis, and automatic, secure submission of hardware event
notifications to Hewlett Packard Enterprise, which will initiate a fast and accurate resolution based on your
product's service level. Hewlett Packard Enterprise strongly recommends that you register your device for
remote support.

If your product includes additional remote support details, use search to locate that information.

Remote support and Proactive Care information
HPE Get Connected

www.hpe.com/services/getconnected
HPE Proactive Care services

www.hpe.com/services/proactivecare
HPE Proactive Care service: Supported products list

www.hpe.com/services/proactivecaresupportedproducts
HPE Proactive Care advanced service: Supported products list

www.hpe.com/services/proactivecareadvancedsupportedproducts

Proactive Care customer information
Proactive Care central

www.hpe.com/services/proactivecarecentral
Proactive Care service activation

www.hpe.com/services/proactivecarecentralgetstarted

Warranty information
To view the warranty for your product or to view the Safety and Compliance Information for Server, Storage,
Power, Networking, and Rack Products reference document, go to the Enterprise Safety and Compliance
website:

www.hpe.com/support/Safety-Compliance-EnterpriseProducts

Additional warranty information
HPE ProLiant and x86 Servers and Options

www.hpe.com/support/ProLiantServers-Warranties
HPE Enterprise Servers

www.hpe.com/support/EnterpriseServers-Warranties
HPE Storage Products

www.hpe.com/support/Storage-Warranties
HPE Networking Products

www.hpe.com/support/Networking-Warranties
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Regulatory information
To view the regulatory information for your product, view the Safety and Compliance Information for Server,
Storage, Power, Networking, and Rack Products, available at the Hewlett Packard Enterprise Support Center:

www.hpe.com/support/Safety-Compliance-EnterpriseProducts

Additional regulatory information

Hewlett Packard Enterprise is committed to providing our customers with information about the chemical
substances in our products as needed to comply with legal requirements such as REACH (Regulation EC No
1907/2006 of the European Parliament and the Council). A chemical information report for this product can be
found at:

www.hpe.com/info/reach

For Hewlett Packard Enterprise product environmental and safety information and compliance data, including
RoHS and REACH, see:

www.hpe.com/info/ecodata

For Hewlett Packard Enterprise environmental information, including company programs, product recycling,
and energy efficiency, see:

www.hpe.com/info/environment

Documentation feedback
Hewlett Packard Enterprise is committed to providing documentation that meets your needs. To help us
improve the documentation, send any errors, suggestions, or comments to Documentation Feedback
(docsfeedback@hpe.com). When submitting your feedback, include the document title, part number, edition,
and publication date located on the front cover of the document. For online help content, include the product
name, product version, help edition, and publication date located on the legal notices page.
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Appendix A: Manual Creation of json Files
If the creation of the json files fail or get corrupted during the automation, use the following commands for
creating the json files for the individual components:

Table 13: Manual Jsons Creation Commands

Components Commands

HCG Cloud python hpe_nfvsys_init.py –c hcg_cloud

CLI python hpe_nfvsys_init.py -c clitool

General Configuration python hpe_nfvsys_init.py –c gc

HCG_Valueadds python hpe_nfvsys_init.py –c hcg_valueadds or python
hpe_nfvsys_init.py –c valueadds

KVM python hpe_nfvsys_init.py –c kvm

NFV Seed Host python hpe_nfvsys_init.py –c nfvseedhost

NFV Seed VM python hpe_nfvsys_init.py –c nfvseedvm

OA python hpe_nfvsys_init.py –c  oa or python hpe_nfvsys_init.py
–c onboardadministrator

OneView python hpe_nfvsys_init.py –c oneview

OpenSAF python hpe_nfvsys_init.py –c opensaf

Switch 5900 python hpe_nfvsys_init.py –c  5900 or python
hpe_nfvsys_init.py –c switch5900

Switch 5950 python hpe_nfvsys_init.py –c  5950 or python
hpe_nfvsys_init.py –c switch5950

Switch 6125 python hpe_nfvsys_init.py –c  6125 or python
hpe_nfvsys_init.py –c switch6125

GFS python hpe_nfvsys_init.py –c gfs

Log Rotate python hpe_nfvsys_init.py -c log_rotate

ELK python hpe_nfvsys_init.py -c elk
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Appendix B : Individual NFV System Component
installation

IMPORTANT:

This section is for reference purposes only. Ensure all the installation is performed through Master
Installer. Based on the component requirements, certain installation steps may require manual
intervention.

Component installation prerequisites
Ensure Python is installed. If the Python installation fails, an update must be performed to the CPLM files.

To re-run and install the Python script, complete the following steps in CPLM:

1. Run the following command to copy the cplm_schema_env_vars_do_not_delete.py and the
cplm_schema_env_vars.py files:

root@NFVSYS-NFVSEEDVM-001:/depot/hpe_nfvsystem/common/tools/cplm/cplm_lib/
cplm_common# cp cplm_schema_env_vars_do_not_delete.py cplm_schema_env_vars.py

2. Run the following command to install Python:

root@NFVSYS-NFVSEEDVM-001:/depot/hpe_nfvsystem/common/tools/cplm# python
setup_withansible2_0.py install; python3.4 setup_withansible2_0.py install

Automation of DL configuration
The following list indicates the actions required for DL automation in an Enclosure-based environment:

• Add an external user for the DLs through the iLO Rest APIs.
• Assign the iLO names based on the presence of different types of NICs on the DL control plane nodes.
• Populate the NFV System schema with the iLO IP addresses, user name, password, and the MAC

addresses corresponding to the component setup requirements for the NFV System.

The DL automation in an Enclosure-based environment is performed using the
hpe_nfvsystem_stre_strr_controlnode_dl_naming.py script. This script is available in the
following directory:

/depot/hpe_nfvsystem/common/tools/scripts/dl-automation

This script performs the following actions:

• Configure the host name and create a new external user based on the information from the DL physical
drives.

• Generate the .json files for the control nodes.

DL Configuration Prerequisites
The first node (NPOSCTL1) must be configured manually and the hostname of controller-1 must be < Kit-ID
>-NFVSYS-NPOSCTL1-DL001.

Before running the hpe_nfvsystem_stre_strr_controlnode_dl_naming.py script, ensure the
following files are available in the corresponding directories:
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hpe_nfvsys_gc.json /depot/hpe_nfvsystem/common/schema/nsds/base/
component_initial_config

nfvsystem_schema_stre.jso
n

/depot/hpe_nfvsytem/comon/schema/nsds/base

NOTE:

Ensure that the /depot/hpe_nfvsystem/common/schema/nsds/base/
component_initial_config directory does not contain any .json files that are specific to
rackmount DLs, for example, DL001.json, DL002.json, and so on.

If these .json files exist, delete these files, and proceed with the DL configuration.

DL configuration
To configure the DL automation, complete the following steps:

1. Run the following command to execute the script:

$python3.4 hpe_nfvsystem_stre_strr_controlnode_dl_naming.py
2. After the script is successfully run, verify that the following .json files are created in the /depot/

hpe_nfvsystem/common/schema/nsds/base/component_initial_config folder:

• DL001.json
• DL002.json
• DL003.json
• DL004.json
• DL005.json
• DL006.json
• DL007.json
• DL008.json
• STOR00_DL001.json
• STOR00_DL002.json
• STOR00_DL003.json (applicable for HCG VSA storage only)

NOTE:

The jsons for DL009 to DL014 will be created for regions 3 to 5.

Verifying DL configuration
The hpe_nfvsystem_stre_strr_controlnode_dl_naming.py script creates a new administrator user
with the information from the CID file. To verify the creation of the new administrator user, complete the
following steps:

1. Log in to the iLO web as administrator user.
2. In the left hand panel of iLO web page, expand the Administration tab and click User Administration.
3. In the User Administration screen, verify that the new external user is displayed.

Ensure the iLO host names listed in the following table are configured:
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DL iLO Host Name Description

DL001 <Kit-ID>-NFVSYS – NPOSCTL1 NPOS Controller 1

DL002 <Kit-ID> - NFVSYS – NPOSCTL2 NPOS Controller 2

DL003 <Kit-ID> - NFVSYS – VIMCTL1 Region 1 Node 1

DL004 <Kit-ID> - NFVSYS – VIMCTL2 Region 1 Node 2

DL005 <Kit-ID> - NFVSYS – VIMCTL3 Region2 Node1

DL006 <Kit-ID> -NFVSYS – VIMCTL4 Region2 Node2

DL007 <Kit-ID> - NFVSYS – MMLCTL1 MML Cluster Node1

DL008 <Kit-ID> - NFVSYS – MMLCTL2 MML Cluster Node2

DL009 <Kit-ID> - NFVSYS – VIMCTL5 Region 3 Node 1

DL010 <Kit-ID> - NFVSYS – VIMCTL6 Region 3 Node 2

DL011 <Kit-ID> - NFVSYS – VIMCTL7 Region 4 Node 1

DL012 <Kit-ID> - NFVSYS – VIMCTL8 Region 4 Node 2

DL013 <Kit-ID> - NFVSYS – VIMCTL9 Region 5 Node 1

DL014 <Kit-ID> - NFVSYS – VIMCTL10 Region 5 Node 2

STORDL01 <KIT-ID> - NFVSYS - STOR00-DL001 Storage Node 1

STORDL01 <KIT-ID> - NFVSYS - STOR00-DL002 Storage Node 2

STORDL01 <KIT-ID> - NFVSYS - STOR00-DL003 Storage Node 3 (applicable for
HCG VSA only)

To verify the configuration of the iLO host names, complete the following steps:

1. Log in to the iLO web as administrator user.
2. In the left hand panel of iLO web page, expand the Network tab and click iLO Dedicated Network Port.
3. In the iLO Dedicated Network Port screen, click the General tab.
4. Verify that the iLO host names are displayed for each DL.

RAID automation for controller DL
The RAID automation for the controller DL is performed using the
hpe_nfvsystem_controlnodes_raid_config.py script. This script is available in the following
directory:

/depot/hpe_nfvsystem/common/tools/scripts/raid-automation
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DL RAID configuration prerequisites
Before running the hpe_nfvsystem_controlnodes_raid_config.py script, ensure the
hpe_nfvsys_nfvseedvm.json file is available in the following directory:

/depot/hpe_nfvsystem/common/schema/nsds/base/component_initial_config

Ensure the following .json files are available in the /depot/hpe_nfvsystem/common/schema/nsds/
base/component_initial_config folder:

• DL001.json
• DL002.json
• DL003.json
• DL004.json

DL RAID configuration
Run the following command to automatically configure the RAID for the controller DL:

$sudo python3.4 hpe_nfvsystem_controlnodes_raid_config.py

Automation of BL configuration
The following list indicates the actions required for BL automation in an Enclosure-based environment:

• Add an external user for the BLs through the iLO Rest APIs.
• Assign the iLO names based on the presence of different types of NICs on the BL compute nodes.
• Populate the NFV System schema with the iLO IP addresses, user name, password, and the MAC

addresses corresponding to the component setup requirements for the NFV System.

The BL automation in an enclosure-based environment is performed using the
hpe_nfvsystem_stre_computenode_bl_naming.py script. This script is available in the following
directory:

/depot/hpe_nfvsystem/common/tools/scripts/dl-automation

This script performs the following actions:

• Configure the host name and create a new external user based on the information from the BL physical
drives.

• Generate the .json files for the control nodes.

BL Configuration Prerequisites
Before running the hpe_nfvsystem_stre_computenode_bl_naming.py script, ensure the following files
are available in the corresponding directories:

hpe_nfvsys_oa.json /depot/hpe_nfvsystem/common/schema/nsds/base/
component_initial_config

nfvsystem_schema_stre.jso
n

/depot/hpe_nfvsystem/common/schema/nsds/base
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NOTE:

Ensure that the /depot/hpe_nfvsystem/common/schema/nsds/base/
component_initial_config directory does not contain any .json files that are specific to
enclosure BLs, for example, e01_bl001.json, e01_bl002.json, and so on.

If these .json files exist, delete these files, and proceed with the BL configuration.

BL configuration
To configure the BL automation, complete the following steps:

1. Run the following command to execute the script:

$sudo python3.4 hpe_nfvsystem_stre_computenode_bl_naming.py
2. After the script is successfully run, verify that the required .json files are created in the /depot/

hpe_nfvsystem/common/schema/nsds/base/component_initial_config folder:

Based on the environment setup, different .json files may be created.

Example: Enclosures with 16 or 32 BLs

• If the environment contains one enclosure with 16 BLs, the following .json files are created:

e01_bl001.json, e01_bl002.json,...e01_bl016.json
• If the environment contains two enclosures with 16 BLs, the following .json files are created:

e01_bl001.json, e01_bl002.json,...e01_bl008.json
e02_bl001.json, e02_bl002.json,...e02_bl008.json

• If the environment contains two enclosures with 32 BLs, the following .json files are created:

e01_bl001.json, e01_bl002.json,...e01_bl016.json
e02_bl001.json, e02_bl002.json,...e02_bl016.json

Verifying BL configuration
The hpe_nfvsystem_stre_computenode_bl_naming.py script creates a new external user with the
information from the CID file. To verify the creation of the new external user, complete the following steps:

1. Log in to the iLO web as administrator user.
2. In the left hand panel of iLO web page, expand the Administration tab and click User Administration.
3. In the User Administration screen, verify that the new external user is displayed.

Ensure the iLO host names listed in the following table are configured:

NOTE:

The following table is an example for iLO host names in one Enclosure.

BL iLO Host Name Description

BL001 <Kit-ID> — NFVSYS — WCOMP00 — BL001 Compute BL01

BL002 <Kit-ID> — NFVSYS — WCOMP00 — BL002 Compute BL02

BL003 <Kit-ID> — NFVSYS — WCOMP00 — BL003 Compute BL03

Table Continued
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BL iLO Host Name Description

BL004 <Kit-ID> — NFVSYS — WCOMP00 — BL004 Compute BL04

BL005 <Kit-ID> — NFVSYS — WCOMP00 — BL005 Compute BL05

BL006 <Kit-ID> — NFVSYS — WCOMP00 — BL006 Compute BL06

BL007 <Kit-ID> — NFVSYS — WCOMP00 — BL007 Compute BL07

BL008 <Kit-ID> — NFVSYS — WCOMP00 — BL008 Compute BL08

BL009 <Kit-ID> — NFVSYS — WCOMP00 — BL009 Compute BL09

BL010 <Kit-ID> — NFVSYS — WCOMP00 — BL010 Compute BL10

BL011 <Kit-ID> — NFVSYS — WCOMP00 — BL011 Compute BL11

BL012 <Kit-ID> — NFVSYS — WCOMP00 — BL012 Compute BL12

BL013 <Kit-ID> — NFVSYS — WCOMP00 — BL013 Compute BL13

BL014 <Kit-ID> — NFVSYS — WCOMP00 — BL014 Compute BL14

BL015 <Kit-ID> — NFVSYS — WCOMP00 — BL015 Compute BL15

BL016 <Kit-ID> — NFVSYS — WCOMP00 — BL016 Compute BL16

To verify the configuration of the iLO host names, complete the following steps:

1. Log in to the iLO web as administrator user.
2. In the left hand panel of iLO web page, expand the Network tab and click iLO Dedicated Network Port.
3. In the iLO Dedicated Network Port screen, click the General tab.
4. Verify that the iLO host names are displayed for each BL.

RAID Automation for Compute BL
The RAID automation for compute BL is performed using the
hpe_nfvsystem_computenodes_bl_raid_config.py script. This script is available in the following
directory:

/depot/hpe_nfvsystem/common/tools/scripts/raid-automation

BL Configuration Prerequisites
Before running the hpe_nfvsystem_computenodes_bl_raid_config.py script, ensure the following
json files are available in the /depot/hpe_nfvsystem/common/schema/nsds/base/
component_initial_config folder:

NOTE:

The following list is an example for json files in two Enclosure.
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• e01_bl001.json to e01_bl016.json
• e02_bl001.json to e02_bl016.json

BL RAID Configuration
To automatically configure the RAID for compute BL, execute the following command:

$sudo python3.4 hpe_nfvsystem_computenodes_bl_raid_config.py

Manual configuration of CEPH DL RAID
1. Log in to iLO console and press F10 and navigate to Smart Storage Administrator > Smart Array

P440ar.
2. In Smart Array P440ar page, click Create Array. The Create Array page with available physical drives

for the new array is displayed.
3. Under Select Physical Drives for the New Array select 2 disks, and click Create Array button. The

Create Logical Drive page is displayed.
4. Under RAID Level, select RAID 1 option, and click Create Logical Drive button. The Create Logical

Drive page displaying the RAID details is displayed.

NOTE:

Rest of the settings are set at default.

5. Click Finish.
6. Navigate again to Smart Array P440ar and click Create Array. The Create Array page with available

physical drives for the new array is displayed.
7. Under Select Physical Drives for the New Array select 1 disk, and click Create Array button. The

Create Logical Drive page is displayed.
8. Under RAID Level, select RAID 0 option, and click Create Logical Drive button. The Create Logical

Drive page displaying the RAID details is displayed.

NOTE:

Rest of the settings are set at default.

9. Click Finish.

Repeat the steps 6 through 9 for adding two more disks.
10. Navigate again to Smart Array P440ar and click Create Array. The Create Array page with available

physical drives (2 nos.) for the new array is displayed.
11. Select Select All (2) option to select both the disks and click Create Array. The Create Logical Drive

page is displayed.
12. Under RAID Level, select RAID 1 option, and click Create Logical Drive button. The prompt with the

following message is displayed:
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13. Click Yes to continue.

After the RAID setup is completed, you do not need to wait for the initialization to complete before rebooting.
Reboot the system for the RAID initialization to start and to load the IOs on the logical disks.

Manual CEPH Disk Expansion

1. Log in to iLO console and press F10 and navigate to Smart Storage Administrator > Smart Array
P440ar.

2. In Smart Array P440ar page, click Create Array. The Create Array page with available physical drives
for the new array is displayed.

3. Under Select Physical Drives for the New Array select 1 disk, and click Create Array button. The
Create Logical Drive page is displayed.

4. Under RAID Level, select RAID 0 option, and click Create Logical Drive button. The Create Logical
Drive page displaying the RAID details is displayed.

NOTE:

Rest of the settings are set at default.

5. Click Finish.

Repeat the steps 1 through 5 for the rest of the 6 disks.

KVM Nodes Installation using CPLM
1. Log in to the SeedVM with nfvadmin credentials as provided in the CID and navigate to nfvadmin user

command prompt.
2. To check the current state of KVM, execute the following command:

$cplm kvm –o curr_state
The current state of the KVM is displayed.

3. If the current state is INIT, then to register the KVM, execute the following command:

$cplm kvm –o register.

The KVM registration status is displayed.
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4. Once KVM is registered successfully, to install KVM, execute the following command:

$cplm kvm –o install
The KVM installation status is displayed.

5. After the installation, to verify the current state of KVM, execute the following command:

$cplm kvm –o curr_state
The current state of KVM must be INSTALLED.

Storage automation using CPLM

Prerequisites
Verify the following prerequisites before you install the VSA:

• BIOS settings on the VSA DLs.
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◦ Network boot setting
◦ Disabling NIC cards (560 cards)
◦ Configuring RAID on hard disks

Deploying VSA using CPLM
VSA is deployed using CPLM, which in turn will call the VSA deployment scripts.

The VSA deployment includes the following steps:

• hLinux installation on three DLs using Cobbler
• VSA VM deployment using Ansible
• VSA configuration (creating management group and cluster and presenting the volumes for KVM nodes)

The deployment is done using Ansible, the /etc/ansible/host file needs to be updated with the VSA DLs
PXE IP address. A sample is shown as following.

While the deployment starts, the primary check will confirm that IP addresses dedicated for the VSA
deployment is not in use to avoid any IP conflict. The following script will be called by CPLM to perform the
VSA pre installation check

hpe_nfvsys_vsapreinstall_check.py

The deployment of VSA is also performed using Ansible.

  Before the deployment starts, the following scripts are called from CPLM Install. The following are the details
of each script:

1. hpe_nfvsys_ansible_prereq.py

The scripts will update the /etc/ansible/hosts files and will add the IP address of the DLs which will
be used to run the VSA deployment.

2. hpe_nfvsys_get_macs.py

This script will be used to call the json file of the storage DLs to update the MAC address of the DLs in
hpe_nfvsys_vsa_node.json file. This will be used to perform the hLinux installation.

3. hpe_nfvsys_update_yaml.py

The following script is used to update the Cobbler details

/depot/hpe_nfvsystem/common/tools/cplm/cplm_lib/cplm_vsa/roles/vsa-Cobbler-
config/vars/main.yaml

To deploy VSA using CPLM:

1. To initiate the CPLM, check if the VSA is available as a sub command for life cycle operation. Run the
following command:
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From root command prompt —

#cplm –hOR

From nfvadmin user command prompt —

$scplm –h
2. Check the current state of the system, by running the following command:

From root command prompt —

#cplm vsa –o curr_stateOR

From nfvadmin user command prompt —

$scplm –o curr_state

3. Run the following command, to register the system:

From root command prompt —

#cplm vsa –o registerOR

From nfvadmin user command prompt —

$scplm vsa –o register
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4. After the system is registered, run the following command to start the VSA deployment:

From root command prompt —

#cplm vsa –o installOR

From nfvadmin user command prompt —

$scplm vsa –o install

The command copies the following json files to /tmp:

• hpe_nfvsys_kvm1.json
• hpe_nfvsys_kvm2.json
• hpe_nfvsys_vsa1.json
• hpe_nfvsys_vsa2.json
• hpe_nfvsys_vsa3.json
• hpe_nfvsys_vsa_node.json
• hpe_nfvsys_vsaconfig.json

NOTE:

Any time during the VSA deployment, the installation progress can be checked from the following
location:

/var/hpe_nfvsystem/logs/hpe_nfvsystem_masterinstaller.log
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5. Initiate the hLinux installation using Cobbler. Cobbler uses the hpe_nfvsys_vsa_node.json file that
includes the information required to perform the hLinux installation. The hLinux installation may also be
checked by logging into the iLO of the servers.

6. The VSA VM deployment on the hLinux DL is performed after the hLinux is installed.
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NOTE:

The hLinux DLs are deployed one at a time. During some instances, the installation of hLinux may
fail due to network DHCP issues. For more information, see NFV System Troubleshooting Guide.

7. The VSA deployment script performs the following steps:

• Copy packages and installer files to destination DLs from Seed VM.
• Copy the apt source list file from seedvm to VSA DL.
• Set hostname of the VSA DL
• Change the

/etc/network/interface

file to configure bonds and bridges.
• Run the VSA installation script.
• Change the

/etc/network/interface

file to change the IP address of embedded NIC from PXE to CLM network.
• Configure the BLS network IP address on the 556 NIC
• Reboot the servers.

NOTE:

After the VSA VM is deployed, the system will be rebooted from the script. Perform the ping test to
check if the VSA VM is up and running.

8. After the installation is completed, the CPLM status is changed to Success.

9. Check the current state of the VSA. The VSA CURRENT_STATE status is displayed as INSTALLED.
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10. Configure the VSA, by running the following command:

From root command prompt —

#cplm vsa –o configureOR

From nfvadmin user command prompt —

$scplm vsa –o configure

The VSA configuration includes the following steps:

• Runs the following scripts:

hpe_nfvsys_vsaconfig_deploy.py

This script is used to configure the VSA by creating the management group and cluster.

hpe_nfvsys_vsakvm_deploy.py

This script is used to perform the following steps.

◦ Create partition on the 2.5 TB logical disk ( /dev/sdb) on VSA DLs.
◦ Create mount point on VSA DLs.
◦ Mount the partition to its mount point
◦ Add entries in /etc/fstab
◦ Create gluster peer nodes on the first VSA DLs with other 2 VSA DLs.
◦ Create gluster volume on the first node using replication type.
◦ Start the volume
◦ Create partition on the KVM nodes.
◦ Mount the gluster volume from VSA DLs to all the 4 KVM nodes
◦ Add the mount entries to the /etc/fstab
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NOTE:

During any time of the VSA configuration, the installation progress can be checked from the
location

/var/hpe_nfvsystem/logs/

There will be a log file created for the VSA pre-check, deployment, and post check.

• Runs the post test to check if the volume is assigned to KVM nodes. Once the configuration is
completed, the status of CPLM is changed to success.

• The current state of the VSA will be changed from configuring to configured.

Manual configuration of VSA interface using CMC

To manually configure the interface of VSA using CMC, perform the following steps:

1. Log in to CMC using the following commands:

nfvadmin@cmckvm:~$ cd /opt/HPE/StoreVirtual/UI/
nfvadmin@cmckvm:/opt/HPE/StoreVirtual/UI$ ./HPE\ StoreVirtual\ Centralized\
Management\ Console

2. To log in to VSA , click the nfvsys_mgmt_grp_001 group in the CMC user interface.
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3. In the Model column, click Log in to view option corresponding to the required VSA.
4. In the Log in to System window, enter the VSA login credentials. The login credentials are available in the

CID.

5. In CMC, click the Network option and then click the Communication tab.

6. In the Communication Tasks menu, select the Select iSCSI Interface option.
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7. In the Select iSCSI Interface window, change the interface from eth0 to eth1 from the drop-down list.

8. Click OK and verify the settings.

GlusterFS Installation using the CPLM
For the control plane, the volume to the KVM nodes are assigned using the cluster file system called
GLUSTERFS. The space is provisioned from the KVM nodes disks. Even if one or two of the nodes are down,
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the gluster volume will still be accessible and there is no impact. Once the peer nodes are added, the volume
is replicated across the two nodes. When checked at any system using df -h, the systems will see nearly 3
TB because the nodes will be participating under replication.

GFS is deployed from CPLM and after installation the state of GFS will be INSTALLED. Following scripts are
called from CPLM to deploy GFS:

1. hpe_nfvsys_vsakvm_deploy.py - use to perform the following steps:

a. Create partition on the dev/sdb on the 2 KVM nodes.
b. Create mount points on KVM nodes.
c. Mount the partition to its mount point.
d. Add entries in /etc/fstab.
e. Create gluster peer nodes between 2 KVM nodes.
f. Create gluster volume on the first node using replication type.
g. Start the volume.

2. hpe_nfvsys_vsakvm_postcheck.py - use to perform the post check if the /data1/opensaf is
mounted on the KVM nodes successfully.

Prerequisites

KVM nodes must be in Installed state.

Procedure

To initiate the GFS deployment, execute the following command:

$ cplm gfs -o register

$ cplm gfs -o install -v

The GlusterFS state will change from REGISTERED to INSTALLED, after the installation is successful.

OpenSAF installation using CPLM
1. Log in to the SeedVM with nfvadmin credentials as provided in the CID and navigate to nfvadmin user

command prompt.
2. To check the current status of OpenSAF, execute the following command

$cplm opensaf –o curr_state
The current state of OpenSAF is displayed.

3. If the current state is INIT, then to register the OpenSAF, execute the following command:

$cplm opensaf –o register
The OpenSAF registration status is displayed.
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4. If the OpenSAF registration is successful, then to install the OpenSAF, execute the following command:

$cplm opensaf –o install
The OpenSAF installation status is displayed.

5. Once the installation is successful, to verify the current state of OpenSAF, execute the following command:

$cplm opensaf –o curr_state
The OpenSAF current state is displayed as INSTALLED.

OneView installation and configuration using CPLM

Prerequisites
The prerequisites for installing the OneView are:

• The NFV Seed VM machine must be up and running to execute the scripts.
• KVM HA and OpenSAF must be up and running.
• CID must be available.
• Ensure that init scripts are run before and the component initial configuration file

hpe_nfvsys_oneview.json
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is available in the nsds folder.

The following python scripts are located on the Seed VM:

Script Description

hpe_nfvsys_oneview_deploy.py This script deploys the OneView image into KVM in the
mentioned path.

hpe_nfvsystem_oneview_compute_b
l.py This script configures the networks, network sets, logical

interconnect group, enclosure group, enclosures, and BL
profiles.

hpe_nfvsystem_oneview_control_d
l.py This script configures the control DL profiles.

Deploying OneView using CPLM
To deploy the OneView using CPLM commands:

1. Log in to Seed VM using the credentials in the CID.
2. Go to the CPLM directory, by running the following command:

$ cd /depot/hpe_nfvsystem/common/tools/cplm
3. Navigate to nfvadmin user command prompt.
4. To list the CPLM operations supported for OneView, execute the following command:

$scplm oneview –o supported_operations
5. To view the current state of OneView, execute the following command:

$scplm oneview –o curr_state
The current state of OneView is displayed.

6. If the current state of the component is INIT, then to register OneView, execute the following command:

$scplm oneview –o register
OneView is registered.

7. After OneView is registered, to install OneView, execute the following command:

$scplm oneview –o install
8. To confirm the installation, execute the following command:

$scplm oneview -o curr_state
9. To complete the configuration, see Deployment of cliTool, OneView and hLinux Through Master

Installer.
10. To configure the control server profile, execute the following command:

$scplm oneview –o configure -t DL -m control
Before starting the BL compute server profile, set the OneView current status to INSTALLED by
executing the following command:

$scplm oneview –o reset -r noing_previous_state
To configure the compute server profile, execute the following command:

$scplm oneview –o configure -t BL -m compute
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NOTE:

If the deployment of the OneView fails at any point, reset the component to init state by
executing the following command:

$scplm oneview –o reset -r init

NOTE:

If a OneView server profile error occurs as shown in the following image, manually configure the RAID
for the server, and proceed with the OneView deployment.

Manual Deployment of HCG 4.0 ELK stack
Manual deployment of ELK stack includes the following steps:

1. Node preparation
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NOTE:

For more information on node preparation, see Manual RAID Configuration for NPOS DLs. For the
first two disks, add RAID 1. For the next 4 or 6 disks, add RAID 10.

2. Changes to the VIM
3. Deployment using CPLM commands

CAUTION:

Deployment of ELK cluster post VIM installation, reboots the VIM, causing the VMs to shut down.

Prerequisites

• Both the baremetals where ELK stack is being installed must be in powered-off state. To power-off the ELK
specific nodes:

1. Go through the DL jsons.
2. Locate the hostname with MML, and power them off.

• Disable Embedded NICs.

Procedure

1. Login to the SeedVM using the credentials provided in the CID.
2. Navigate to /depot/hpe_nfvsystem/common/schema/nsds/base/

component_initial_config and update the following json files:

• hpe_nfvsys_elk1.json
• hpe_nfvsys_elk2.json

3. Based on the setup, append the following json parameters to the existing parameters in the previously
mentioned json files.

{
                "kvm_password": "<OS password>",
    "kvm_user_name": "<user name>",
    "name": "MSTRE232N01-NFVSYS-MMLCTL1",
          "pm_ip": "<iLO IP>",
    "pm_user": "<iLO admin username>",
    "pm_pass": "<iLO password>"
}

4. To make the required changes to the VIM, Login to the active controller as Keystone admin user.
5. To lock stand-by controller, execute the following command:

system host-lock controller-1
6. To enable logging, execute the following command:

system remotelogging-modify --ip_address <ELK Cluster VIP> --transport tcp --
enabled True

NOTE:

ELK Cluster VIP (virtual IP) is derived from the ELK tab (VIP_IP parameter) from CID.

Config out-of-date alarms are raised on all hosts.
7. To unlock stand-by controller, execute the following command:

system host-unlock controller-1
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8. To swap active controller to standby controller execute the following command:

system host-swact <active-controller>
9. To restart the controller, lock and unlock new stand-by controller. To restart other hosts, lock and unlock

all other hosts.
10. Verify that the config out-of-date alarms have been cleared. If not lock and unlock the hosts again.
11. To deploy ELK stack using CPLM commands:

a. Log in to Seed VM using the credentials in the CID.
b. Change directory to CPLM:

$cd /depot/hpe_nfvsystem/common/tools/cplm
c. Navigate to nfvadmin user command prompt.
d. To list the CPLM operations supported for ELK, execute the following command:

$scplm elk –o list_operations
e. To view the current state of ELK, execute the following command:

$scplm elk –o curr_state
f. If the current state of the component is INIT, then to register the ELK, execute the following command:

$scplm elk –o register
The ELK is registered.

g. To view the current state of ELK, execute the following command:

$scplm elk –o curr_state
The ELK shows in REGISTERED state.

h. After ELK is registered, then to install the ELK, execute the following command:

$scplm elk –o install
The ELK is installed.

NOTE:

The OS might randomly install on the baremetals with the node 2 installing before node 1.

i. To view the current state of ELK, execute the following command:

$scplm elk –o curr_state
The ELK shows in INSTALLED state.

j. After the component is installed, then to configure the ELK, execute the following command:

$scplm elk –o configure
The ELK is configured.

k. To view the current state of ELK, execute the following command:

$scplm elk –o curr_state
The ELK shows in CONFIGURED state.

12. To verify the successful installation of the ELK stack, access the following URL: https://VIP_IP

NOTE:

For the VIP_IP information, see the ELK tab in the CID. The log in credentials are nfvadmin and
HP1nvent.
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NOTE:

At the time of installation, ELK node uses NFV-PXE as the default gateway. To change the gateway
to OAM network, reboot the ELK nodes.

Deployment of Value-add VMs using the CPLM
Deployment of hLinux VM

1. Log into SeedVM and navigate to nfvadmin user command prompt.
2. To check the current status of hLinuxVM, execute the following command:

$scplm hlinuxvm –o curr_state
The current state of hlinuxVM is displayed.

3. If the current state is INIT, then to register the hLinux, execute the following command: $scplm
hlinuxvm –o register
The hlinuxVM is registered.

4. If the registration is successful, then to install hLinux, execute the following command:

$scplm hlinuxvm –o install
The hlinuxVM is installed.

5. Once the installation is successful, to configure hLinux, execute the following command:

$scplm hlinuxvm –o configure
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The hlinuxVM is configured.
6. Once the configuration is successful, to check the current state of hlinuxVM, execute the following

command:

$scplm hlinuxvm –o curr_state
7. Once the VM is UP and running, log in to the VM using the credentials as provided in CID.
8. Execute the following command:

$sudo apt-get clean all$sudo apt-get update

Deployment of CLITOOL VM
This section explains the installation of CLITOOL using CPLM commands and manual installation of Celery.

Prerequisites
The prerequisites for installing the CLI TOOL are:

• CLI Tool qcow2 image should be in the following location:

/depot/hpe_nfvsystem/hpe_nfvcp/hpe_clitool/product/images/
• NSDS must be available at Seed VM as NFS.
• clitool and nfvportal Debians must be installed in Seed VM.
• CLI Tool json must be available.

The CLI Tool python scripts, YML scripts and XML file must be copied to the following location in Seed VM:

/depot/hpe_nfvsystem/common/tools/cplm/cplm_lib/cplm_clitool/

Deploying CLITOOL using CPLM

NOTE:

Before you proceed with the configuration of the Clitool, ensure to configure the ntp server. For more
information on configuring ntp server, see Updating NTP server.

To deploy the CLITOOL using CPLM commands:

1. Log in to Seed VM using the credentials in the CID.
2. Change directory to CPLM:

#cd /depot/hpe_nfvsystem/common/tools/cplm
3. Navigate to nfvadmin user command prompt.
4. To list the CPLM operations supported for CLITOOL, execute the following command :

$scplm clitool –o list_operations
5. To view the current state of CLITOOL, execute the following command:

$scplm clitool –o curr_state
6. If the current state of the component is INIT, then to register the CLITOOL, execute the following

command:

$scplm clitool –o register
The CLITOOL is registered.

7. To view the current state of CLITOOL, execute the following command:

$scplm clitool –o curr_state
The CLITOOL shows in REGISTERED state.

8. After CLITOOL is registered, then to install the CLITOOL, execute the following command:
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$scplm clitool –o install
The CLITOOL is installed.

9. To view the current state of CLITOOL, execute the following command:

$scplm clitool –o curr_state
The CLITOOL shows in INSTALLED state.

10. After the component is installed, then to configure the CLITOOL, execute the following command:

$scplm clitool –o configure
This command performs the following actions:

• Add a line in for mounting in /etc/fstab
• Runs mount –a to mount the NSDS from Seed VM locally
• Copies CLI Tool, django, and nfvconsole scripts from Seed VM to CLI Tool VM
• Installs the dependency packages
• Configures the Celery and nfvconsole

NOTE:

If the Celery installation fails, use the manual steps provided in Installing Celery on CLI Tool to
install Celery.

The CLITOOL is configured.
11. To view the current state of CLITOOL, execute the following command:

$scplm clitool –o curr_state
The CLITOOL shows in CONFIGURED state.

NOTE:

If the user interface configuration fails, perform the cleanup operation. For more information, see 
CLITOOL Configuration Failure.

Installing Celery on CLI Tool
Celery is an asynchronous task queue/job queue based on distributed message passing. It is focused on real-
time operation, but supports scheduling as well. To manually install Celery:

Prerequisites

• Pre-requisite Debian packages:

◦ python - 2.7.9
◦ python-dev
◦ Mysql-server - 5.5+
◦ libmysqlclient-dev
◦ rabbitmq-server

• Debian packages for Django

◦ Django
◦ django-cors-headers
◦ djangorestframework

• Debian packages for Celery module and its dependencies
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1. python-celery (v4.0.0)
2. python-amqp
3. python-django-celery-beat (v1.0.1)
4. python-django-celery-results (v1.0.1)
5. python-django-celery (v3.1.17)
6. python-kombu (v4.0.1)
7. python-mysqldb (v1.2.3)
8. python-tz (2016.10)
9. python-django-jsonfield (v1.0.1)
10. python-sqlalchemy (v1.1.4)

Procedure

1. Install all the dependencies listed as pre-requisites.
2. Login to MySQL as root.
3. To create database schema "nfv_app" in MySQL, execute the following command at the MySQL prompt:

mysql>create database nfv_app;
4. To update schema with models written for Celery, execute the following Django commands:

$ cd /opt/hpe_nfvs/nfvs_portal/
$ sudo python manage.py migrate

5. To update all tables and settings mentioned in settings.py script file, execute the following command:

$ sudo python manage.py syncdb

NOTE:

Alternatively, to create admin user for Django's admin interface, execute the following command:

$ sudo python manage.py createsuperuser

6. To start Celery worker, execute the following command:

$ celery -A nfvshell.tasks worker -l info
7. To start scheduler, execute the following command:

$ celery -A nfvshell.tasks beat -l info -S django

Intelligent Resource Manager Installation using the CPLM

NOTE: If you have used the master installer to install the IRM, go to Step 6.

Procedure

1. Log in to the SeedVM with nfvadmin credentials as provided in the CID and navigate to nfvadmin user
command prompt.

2. To check the current state of IRM, execute the following command:
$scplm irm -o curr_state

The current state of the IRM is displayed.
3. If the current state is INIT, then to register the IRM, execute the following command:

$scplm irm -o register

The IRM is registered.
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4. If the IRM registration is successful, then to install the IRM, execute the following command:
$scplm irm -o install

The IRM is installed.
5. To verify the current state of IRM, execute the following command:

$scplm irm -o curr_state
The IRM must be in Installed state.

NOTE:

The IRM is disabled at the time of installation. To enable the IRM, you must configure it.

6. After successful installation, to configure IRM, execute the following command:
$scplm irm -o configure
The IRM is configured and enabled.

7. To verify the current state of IRM, execute the following command:
$scplm irm -o curr_state
The IRM must be in Configured state.

8. To uninstall IRM, execute the following command:
$scplm irm -o uninstall
The IRM will be uninstalled.

NOTE:

To change any configuration parameter of IRM, navigate to the /etc/irm/wopt.ini directory and
edit the wopt.ini file. After the modification, execute the sudo service irm restart
command to restart the IRM service.

Dynamic Compute Node Addition Installation using CPLM

NOTE: If you have used the master installer to install the Dynamic Compute Node Addition, go directly
to Step 6.

Procedure

1. Log in to the SeedVM with nfvadmin credentials as provided in the CID and navigate to nfvadmin user
command prompt.

2. To check the current state of Dynamic Compute, execute the following command:

$scplm dynamiccompute -o curr_state

The current state of the Dynamic Compute is displayed.
3. If the current state is INIT, then to register the Dynamic Compute, execute the following command:

$scplm dynamiccompute -o register

The Dynamic Compute is registered.
4. If the Dynamic Compute registration is successful, then to install the Dynamic Compute, execute the

following command:

$scplm dynamiccompute -o install

The Dynamic Compute is installed.
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5. To verify the current state of Dynamic Compute , execute the following command:

$scplm dynamiccompute -o curr_state
The Dynamic Compute must be in Installed state.

NOTE:

The Dynamic Compute Node Addition is disabled at the time of installation. To enable the Dynamic
Compute Node Addition, you need to configure it.

6. After successful installation, to configure Dynamic Compute, execute the following command:

$scplm dynamiccompute -o configure
The Dynamic Compute is configured.

7. To verify the current state of Dynamic Compute , execute the following command:

$scplm dynamiccompute -o curr_state
The Dynamic Compute must be in Configured state.

8. To uninstall Dynamic Compute, execute the following command:

$scplm dynamiccompute -o uninstall
The Dynamic Compute will be uninstalled.

HCG 4.0 Installation
The following list indicates the prerequisites for HCG 4.0 manual installation and configuration:

• The Seed VM must be up and running.
• Baremetal nodes must be configured with proper RAID configuration.
• Baremetal nodes must be in power-off state.
• Baremetal nodes are applied with proper HPE OneView profiles.
• NSDS schema files must be available.
• TIS 3.0 iso must be available.
• License file must be available.
• Horizon branding tar ball must be available.
• Patches if any must be available.

Installing Controllers and Storage
1. Log into NFV Seed VM using the credentials as provided in the CID.
2. Change directory to:

$ cd /depot/hpe_nfvsystem/hpe_hcg/hpe_hcg_installer
3. Generate the schema file required for the automation.

$ python scripts/hpe_nfvsys_hcg_config_generate.py

This script will generate the HCG configuration files under the component_current_config directory.
For examples:

/depot/hpe_nfvsystem/common/schema/nsds/base/component_current_config/
hpe_nfvsys_hcg_region_1.json
/depot/hpe_nfvsystem/common/schema/nsds/base/component_current_config/
hpe_nfvsys_hcg_region_2.json
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NOTE:

To install the extra HCG 4.0 patches, copy all the .patch files to the following directory before
proceeding with the Wind River installation:/depot/hpe_nfvsystem/hpe_nfvcp/hpe_hcg/
hpe_wr/product/packages/patches

4. To install multiple HCG regions:

a. Change directory to:

$ cd /depot/hpe_nfvsystem/hpe_hcg/hpe_hcg_installer
b. Run the following command with the region appropriate .json file, depending on the number of regions

selected in the CID:

$ ansible-playbook -i hosts -e "@<hcg_region_config_file>" wr_install.yml
5. After the installation is complete, the stackrc files for the respective regions are created under /opt/

directory.

For example:

/opt/stackrc_regionone
6. /opt/starckrc_regiontwo
7. Access the Horizon dashboard using the CAN network IP (HTTPS).

Log into HCG 4.0 Dashboard
1. Access the HCG 4.0 dashboard using the following URL:

https://<oam start ip address of RegionOne>/>
2. Log in to the dashboard using the following credentials:

Username: admin

Password: specified in HCG_CLOUD tab of the CID
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Installing NFV System Console
NFV System Console is a single dashboard that enables user to view the status of all the cloud and non-cloud
based applications in the NFV System. For more information about using the NFV System Console, see HPE
NFV System Operations Guide for Helion Carrier Grade.

Prerequisites
Ensure the following are installed:

• JavaScript stack: NodeJS, ReactJS, and Grommet
• Google Chrome or Mozilla Firefox browsers
• hLinux operating system

For information about installing the NFV System Console using CPLM, see Deploying CLITOOL using
CPLM on page 116.
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Appendix C : Handling of Failures

NFV Seed VM Clean Up
Perform this procedure in the event of Seed VM installation termination or failure.

Procedure

1. The clean up script should be executed from the HLM Seed Host.

2. Run the following commands to clean up the Seed VM:

$cd /depot/hpe_nfvsystem/common/tools/scripts/nfvseedhost
$sudo python hpe_nfvsys_seedvm_cleanup.py

The following screenshot shows the action of the clean up command:

Master Installer Failures
When the Master installer fails either in the installation phase or the configuration phase, complete the
following steps:

1. Debug the issue by analyzing the log files in the /var/hpe_nfvsystem/logs/ directory. The Master
installer log file (ansible.log) and the CPLM log files are available in this directory. Additionally, log files
for other components are also available in this directory.

• If the component is managed by CPLM, reset the state of the component using the following command.
The components under CPLM are KVM, CEPH or VSA, OpenSAF, Value-adds, and CLI tool.

cplm <component_name> -o reset -r
init

This need to be run when the installation stage
fails and will reset the current state to INIT.

cplm <component_name> -o reset -r
noing_previous_state

This need to be run when the configuration fails
and it will reset the current state back to
INSTALLED.

• For any other component (non CPLM component), Troubleshoot the issue and rerun the Master
Installer.

2. Re-run the Master Installer which will skip the successfully installed components. Execution comes to the
failed stage and continues from there and moves to the next component.
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Failures in OneView
If any of the VMs fails to deploy, the Master Installer exits with a One of the VM deployment failed.
Please check above output and take the appropriate Action and Rerun the master
installer message in red color.

To determine which component failed, check the output in green. To correct the issue, debug the issue then
reset the failed component back to init and rerun the Master Installer.

$sudo cplm oneview -o reset -r init

Cleanup Procedures for Switch Configuration
The following sections explain the cleanup procedures when performing the switch configuration.

CAUTION:

It is highly recommended to disconnect from the customer network before performing the clean up of the
switch configurations.

Cleanup of 5950 IRF Cluster Switch Configuration
This section explains the cleanup of 5950 IRF cluster switch configuration.

1. Find the console port of switches one at a time, in the following order:

• 5950-1
• 5950-2

2. Execute the following command to find the Master IRF 5950 from the Access System-view prompt (#),
using SSH:

#display irf

NOTE:

The Member ID indicates the device in the master. When you perform cleanup for a particular switch,
make sure * and + both point to current active master as shown in the following screen shot.
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NOTE:

• * indicates that the device is the master.
• + indicates the device through which the user logs in.

3. Find the console port for the switches 5950-1 and 5950-2 on the Windows Host under Device Manager >
Ports (console & LPT) in the order mentioned in step 1 and access the console port using the terminal
software.

Locate the console of each master switch and perform the corresponding cleanup procedure for switches
5950-1 and 5950-2 accordingly.

NOTE:

Repeat this step after the cleanup of each active master in the cluster.

4. Repeat step 3 to access the console port using terminal software.
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5. Locate and access the console port of current active master switch for 5950 IRF switch cluster and then
perform the cleanup of 5950. To perform the cleanup, run the following command:

#Find IRF Master for a particular switch cluster, start cleanup activity on 
Master Switch first #followed by
Subordinate Switch
#Access user prompt(>),then start executing the commands from Console of 
switch
-Start of command sequence-
system-view
reset saved-configuration
The saved configuration file will be erased. Are you sure? [Y/N]:Y
reboot
Current configuration may be lost after the reboot, save current 
configuration? [Y/N]:N
This command will reboot the device. Continue? [Y/N]:Y
–End of command sequence-
(Switch takes 4 minutes for reboot. Both 5950–1 and 5950–2 switches are 
rebooted.)
(Note: If both 5950–1 and 5950–2 switches are not in IRF, repeat the commands 
for each individual switch)

(Note: Verify that the switches are active after reboot)
#Access user prompt(>),then start executing the commands from Console of 
switch
–Start of command sequence—
dir
(lists all existing .cfg and .mdb)
delete *.cfg
delete *.mdb
(Press ‘Y’ to confirm deletion of file)
(be cautious, delete all listed .cfg files in current directory flash:/)
 display startup
(verify Next main startup saved-configuration file:NULL, Next backup startup 
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saved-configuration file:
NULL)
-End of command sequence—

Cleanup of 5900 IRF Cluster Switch Configuration
This section explains the cleanup of 5900 IRF cluster switch configuration:

1. Find the console port of switches one at a time in the following order:

• 5900-1
• 5900-2

2. Execute the following command to find the Master IRF 5900 from the Access System-view prompt (#)
using SSH:

#display irf

NOTE:

The Member ID indicates the device in the master. When you perform cleanup for a particular switch,
make sure * and + both point to current active master as shown in the following screenshot:

NOTE:

• * indicates that the device is the master.
• + indicates the device through which the user logs in.

3. Find the console port for the switches 5900-1 and 5900-2 on the Windows Host under Device Manager >
Ports (console & LPT) in the order mentioned in step 1 and access the console port using the terminal
software.

Locate the console of each master switch and perform the corresponding cleanup procedure for switches
5900-1 and 5900-2 accordingly.

NOTE:

Repeat this step after the cleanup of each active master in the cluster.

4. Repeat step 3 to access the console port using terminal software.
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5. Locate and access the console port of current active master switch for 5900 IRF switch cluster and then
perform the cleanup of 5900. To perform the cleanup, run the following command:

#Find IRF Master for a particular switch cluster, start cleanup activity on 
Master Switch first #followed by
Subordinate Switch
#Access user prompt(>),then start executing the commands from Console of 
switch
-Start of command sequence-
reset saved-configuration
The saved configuration file will be erased. Are you sure? [Y/N]:Y
reboot
Current configuration may be lost after the reboot, save current 
configuration? [Y/N]:N
This command will reboot the device. Continue? [Y/N]:Y
–End of command sequence-
(Switch takes 4 minutes for reboot. Both 5900–1 and 5900–2 switches are 
rebooted.)
(Note: If both 5900–1 and 5900–2 switches are not in IRF, repeat the commands 
for each individual switch)

(Note: Verify that the switches are active after reboot)
#Access user prompt(>),then start executing the commands from Console of 
switch
–Start of command sequence—
dir
(lists all existing .cfg and .mdb)
delete *.cfg
delete *.mdb
(Press ‘Y’ to confirm deletion of file)
(be cautious, delete all listed .cfg files in current directory flash:/)
 display startup
(verify Next main startup saved-configuration file:NULL, Next backup startup 
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saved-configuration file:
NULL)
-End of command sequence-

Interconnect Bay Switch IRF Configuration
Perform the following steps to cleanup the existing configuration for switches:

• Enclosure1-Interconnect-Bay3
• Enclosure1-Interconnect-Bay4
• Enclosure1-Interconnect-Bay5
• Enclosure1-Interconnect-Bay6
• Enclosure2-Interconnect-Bay3
• Enclosure2-Interconnect-Bay4
• Enclosure2-Interconnect-Bay5
• Enclosure2-Interconnect-Bay6

1. SSH to Active OA of the Enclosure (1 or 2) and obtain the IP address from the CID.

2. From the command prompt, execute the following command:

connect interconnect <bay number>

NOTE:

Execute this command for all the interconnect bays from bay 3 to bay 6.

3. To locate the current active master blade switch for IRF cluster, execute the following command:

#display irf
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NOTE:

The Member ID indicates the device in the master. When you perform cleanup for a particular switch,
make sure * and + both point to current active master as shown in the following screenshot.

4. To perform the cleanup, execute the following commands in a sequence:

reset saved-configuration
The saved configuration file will be erased. Are you sure? [Y/N]:Y
reboot
Current configuration may be lost after the reboot, save current
configuration? [Y/N]:N
This command will reboot the device. Continue? [Y/N]:Y
Note: Switch takes 4 minutes for reboot.
dir
(lists all existing .cfg and .mdb)
delete *.cfg
delete *.mdb
(Press ‘Y’ to confirm deletion of file)
(be cautious, delete all listed .cfg files in current directory flash:/)
After the cleanup is complete, proceed with the manual configuration of 6125 switch. For more information
about manual configuration of 6125 switch, see HPE NFV System Enclosure Starter Kit Installation and
Configuration Guide for Helion OpenStack Carrier Grade.

CLITOOL Configuration Failure
Procedure

1. Log in to CLI Tool VM using the credentials from CID. CLI Tool VM is accessible on OAM network.
2. To run the nfvShell command, go to /home/nfvadmin/NFV_CLI/cli/ and run the following script:

$sudo python setup.py install
3. To run the NFV System Console, check the file Configfile.py is present in the path:

#cd /opt/hpe_nfvs/nfvs_portal/nfvshell
4. Execute the following command:

$sudo python Configfile.py
5. Navigate to /etc/apache2/sites-available and open the file 000-default.conf.
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6. Verify the presence of the following content:

<VirtualHost *:443>
            # The ServerName directive sets the request scheme, hostname and 
port that
        # the server uses to identify itself. This is used when creating
        # redirection URLs. In the context of virtual hosts, the ServerName
        # specifies what hostname must appear in the request's Host: header 
to
        # match this virtual host. For the default virtual host (this file) 
this
        # value is not decisive as it is used as a last resort host 
regardless.
        # However, you must set it for any further virtual host explicitly.
        #ServerName www.example.com
        ServerName <cli_oam_ip>
        ServerAdmin <cli_oam_ip>
        #ServerAdmin webmaster@localhost
        DocumentRoot /var/www/html/
        ## imc urls
    SSLCertificateFile /home/hlinux/server.crt
    SSLCertificateKeyFile /home/hlinux/server.key
    SSLProxyCheckPeerName off
    SSLProxyCheckPeerCN off
    
    ProxyPass /addUser https://<cli_oam_ip>:9005/addUser
    ProxyPassReverse /addUser https://<cli_oam_ip>:9005/addUser

ProxyPass /delUser https:// <cli_oam_ip>:9005/delUser
ProxyPassReverse /delUser https:// <cli_oam_ip>:9005/delUser

ProxyPass /forgotPassword https:// <cli_oam_ip>:9005/forgotPassword
ProxyPassReverse / forgotPassword https:// <cli_oam_ip>:9005/forgotPassword

ProxyPass /livemigrate https:// <cli_oam_ip>:9005/livemigrate
ProxyPassReverse /livemigrate https:// <cli_oam_ip>:9005/livemigrate

ProxyPass /startvm https:// <cli_oam_ip>:9005/startvm
ProxyPassReverse /startvm https:// <cli_oam_ip>:9005/startvm

ProxyPass /stopvm https:// <cli_oam_ip>:9005/stopvm
ProxyPassReverse /stopvm https://<cli_oam_ip>:9005/stopvm

ProxyPass /nodeevacuate https:// <cli_oam_ip>:9005/nodeevacuate  
ProxyPassReverse /nodeevacuate https://<cli_oam_ip>:9005/nodeevacuate  

ProxyPreserveHost On   
<Location />     
                            RewriteEngine on
              RewriteCond %{HTTPS} off
             RewriteRule (.*) https://%{HTTP_HOST}%{REQUEST_URI} [R]
</Location>        
SSLEngine on
SSLProxyEngine On
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         SSLCertificateFile /etc/apache2/ssl/apache1.crt
         SSLCertificateKeyFile /etc/apache2/ssl/apache1.key
   <FilesMatch "\.(cgi|shtml|phtml|php)$"> 
SSLOptions +StdEnvVars
</FilesMatch>
<Directory /usr/lib/cgi-bin>
                       SSLOptions +StdEnvVars
</Directory>
BrowserMatch "MSIE [2-6]" \
                                nokeepalive ssl-unclean-shutdown \
                                downgrade-1.0 force-response-1.0
        # MSIE 7 and newer should be able to use keepalive
        BrowserMatch "MSIE [17-9]" ssl-unclean-shutdown
<Directory /var/www/html/>
            Options Indexes FollowSymLinks MultiViews
            AllowOverride None
            Order allow,deny
            Allow from all
</Directory>
        ErrorLog ${APACHE_LOG_DIR}/error.log
        CustomLog ${APACHE_LOG_DIR}/access.log combined
</VirtualHost>
If the content is not present, then you need to add the same.

NOTE:

<cli_oam_ip> is available in the CID.

7. Navigate to the path /etc/apache2/mods-available and open proxy.conf file.
8. Verify the presence of the following content in proxy.conf

ProxyRequests Off<Proxy *>AddDefaultCharset offOrder deny,allowDeny from
allAllow from all# Require all denied# #Require local</Proxy>ProxyVia
OnSSLProxyEngine on
If the content is not, present, then add.

9. Navigate to /etc/apache2/mods-enabled and open proxy.conf file.
10. Verify the presence of the following content in proxy.conf

ProxyRequests Off<Proxy *>AddDefaultCharset offOrder deny,allowDeny from
allAllow from all# Require all denied# #Require local</Proxy>ProxyVia
OnSSLProxyEngine on
If the content is not, present, then add.

11. Once the content has been added to the 000-default.conf and proxy.conf files, navigate
to /etc/apache2.

12. To enable ProxyPass, ProxyPassReverse, and SSL settings on Apache2 Server, navigate to:

$sudo -s a2enmod proxy a2enmod proxy_http a2enmod proxy ssl a2ensite default-ssl
13. To restart the Apache 2 server, execute the following command:

$sudo service apache2 restart
14. To view the NFV System Console, open an internet browser and enter the following URL:

https://<cli_oam_ip>:9090

username — admin
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password — admin

NOTE:

• Mozilla Firefox is the recommended browser for viewing the NFV System Console.
• When opening a https user interface page in NFV System Console, the user may be prompted

to install security certificates in the browser. To add the certificates for system diagnostics,
perform the following steps:

NOTE:

In the following steps, the Firefox browser is used as an example.

a. In the browser, select Tools > Options.
b. In the left pane, select Advanced > Certificates > View Certificates.
c. In the Certificate Manager window, select Servers, and click Add Exceptions.
d. In the Location field, add the following URLs:

◦ https://<cli_oam_ip> :9090
◦ https://<cli_oam_ip> :9005
◦ https://<cli_oam_ip> :4200
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Appendix D : Region-wise manual switch
configurations for controllers

To manually configure 5900 and 5950 switches to support additional computes (2, 3, 4, or 5 regions):

Procedure

1. Collect the appropriate vLANs and its values from the CID:

• iLO
• CAN
• CLM
• BLS
• VIM_PXE_R2 (for additional 100 computes)

• VIM_PXE_R3 (for additional 100 computes)

• VIM_PXE_R4 for additional 100 compute

• VIM_PXE_R5 for additional 100 compute

• EXT_R2
• EXT_R3
• EXT_R4
• EXT_R5
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• EXT_R2
• TUL_R2
• TUL_R3
• TUL_R4
• TUL_R5

2. Execute the following commands to manually configure the 5900 switch:

• for 200 computes (Region 2)

interface GigabitEthernet1/0/3
description VM-Controller-Node-3-DL-5-ILO
port access vlan <iLO>

interface GigabitEthernet2/0/3
description VM-Controller-Node-4-DL-6-ILO
port access vlan <iLO>

• for 300 computes (Region 3)

interface GigabitEthernet1/0/5
description VM-Controller-Node-5-DL-9-ILO
port access vlan <iLO>

interface GigabitEthernet2/0/5
description VM-Controller-Node-6-DL-10-ILO
port access vlan <iLO>

• for 400 computes (Region 4)

interface GigabitEthernet1/0/11
description VM-Controller-Node-7-DL-11-ILO
port access vlan <iLO>
#

interface GigabitEthernet1/0/12
description VM-Controller-Node-8-DL-12-ILO
port access vlan <iLO>

• for 500 computes (Region 5)

interface GigabitEthernet2/0/11
description VM-Controller-Node-9-DL-13-ILO
port access vlan <iLO>
 #

interface GigabitEthernet2/0/12
description VM-Controller-Node-10-DL-14-ILO
port access vlan <iLO>
#

3. Execute the following commands to manually configure the 5950 switch:

• for 200 computes (Region 2)

vlan <EXT_R2>
 description EXT_R2
vlan <TUL_R2>
 description TUL_R2
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interface Vsi-interface<VIM_PXE_R2>
 description VIM_PXE_R2
 ip address <IP> <subnet mask>
 distributed-gateway local

vsi <VIM_PXE_R2>
 description VIM_PXE_R2
 gateway vsi-interface <VIM_PXE_R2>
 gateway subnet <IP> <inverse mask>
 arp suppression enable
 vxlan 28000

interface Bridge-Aggregation61
description VIM-Controller-Node-3-DL-5-FLR
link-aggregation mode dynamic

interface Bridge-Aggregation62
description VIM-Controller-Node-4-DL-6-FLR
link-aggregation mode dynamic

interface Ten-GigabitEthernet1/0/7:1
description VIM-CTRL-Node-3-DL-5-FLR1
port link-aggregation group 61

interface Ten-GigabitEthernet2/0/7:1
description VIM-CTRL-Node-3-DL-5-FLR2
port link-aggregation group 61

interface Ten-GigabitEthernet1/0/7:2
description VIM-CTRL-Node-4-DL-6-FLR1
port link-aggregation group 62

interface Ten-GigabitEthernet2/0/7:2
description VIM-CTRL-Node-4-DL-6-FLR2
port link-aggregation group 62

interface Bridge-Aggregation61
port link-type trunk
undo port trunk permit vlan 1
port trunk permit vlan <CAN>
link-aggregation mode dynamic
service-instance <CLM>
encapsulation s-vid <CLM>
xconnect vsi <CLM>
service-instance <BLS>
encapsulation s-vid <BLS>
xconnect vsi <BLS>
service-instance <VIM_PXE_R2>
encapsulation untagged
xconnect vsi <VIM_PXE_R2> access-mode ethernet

interface Bridge-Aggregation62
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port link-type trunk
undo port trunk permit vlan 1
port trunk permit vlan <CAN>
link-aggregation mode dynamic
service-instance <CLM>
encapsulation s-vid <CLM>
xconnect vsi <CLM>
service-instance <BLS>
encapsulation s-vid <BLS>
xconnect vsi <BLS>
service-instance <VIM_PXE_R2>
encapsulation untagged
xconnect vsi <VIM_PXE_R2> access-mode ethernet

need to allowed these vlan on uplink port
interface Bridge-Aggregation50
port trunk permit vlan <EXT_R2> <TUL_R2>

• for 300 computes (Region 3)

vlan <EXT_R3>
 description EXT_R3
#
vlan <TUL_R3>
 description TUL_R3

interface Vsi-interface<VIM_PXE_R3>
 description VIM_PXE_R3
 address <IP> <subnet mask>
 distributed-gateway local

vsi <VIM_PXE_R3>
 description VIM_PXE_R3
 gateway vsi-interface 263
 gateway subnet <PXE_R3 network> <inverse mask>
 arp suppression enable
 vxlan 26500

interface Bridge-Aggregation51
description VIM-Controller-Node-5-DL-9-FLR
link-aggregation mode dynamic

interface Bridge-Aggregation52
description VIM-Controller-Node-6-DL-10-FLR
link-aggregation mode dynamic

interface Ten-GigabitEthernet1/0/13:1
description VIM-CTRL-Node-5-DL-9-FLR1
port link-aggregation group 51

interface Ten-GigabitEthernet2/0/13:1
description VIM-CTRL-Node-5-DL-9-FLR2
port link-aggregation group 51

interface Ten-GigabitEthernet1/0/13:2
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description VIM-CTRL-Node-6-DL-10-FLR1
port link-aggregation group 52

interface Ten-GigabitEthernet2/0/13:2
description VIM-CTRL-Node-6-DL-10-FLR2
port link-aggregation group 52

interface Bridge-Aggregation51
port link-type trunk
undo port trunk permit vlan 1
port trunk permit vlan <CAN>
link-aggregation mode dynamic
service-instance <CLM>
encapsulation s-vid <CLM>
xconnect vsi <CLM>
service-instance <BLS>
encapsulation s-vid <BLS>
xconnect vsi <BLS>
service-instance <VIM_PXE_R3>
encapsulation untagged
xconnect vsi <VIM_PXE_R3> access-mode ethernet

interface Bridge-Aggregation52
port link-type trunk
undo port trunk permit vlan 1
port trunk permit vlan <CAN>
link-aggregation mode dynamic
service-instance <CLM>
encapsulation s-vid <CLM>
xconnect vsi <CLM>
service-instance <BLS>
encapsulation s-vid <BLS>
xconnect vsi <BLS>
service-instance <VIM_PXE_R3>
encapsulation untagged
xconnect vsi <VIM_PXE_R3> access-mode ethernet

interface Bridge-Aggregation50
port trunk permit vlan <EXT_R3> <EXT_R4> <EXT_R6> <TUL_R3> <TUL_R4> <TUL_R5>

• for 400 computes (Region 4)

vlan <EXT_R4>
 description EXT_R4
#
vlan <TUL_R4>
 description TUL_R4

interface Vsi-interface<VIM_PXE_R4>
 description VIM_PXE_R4
 address <IP> <subnet mask>
 distributed-gateway local

vsi <VIM_PXE_R4>
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 description VIM_PXE_R4
 gateway vsi-interface <VIM_PXE_R4>
 gateway subnet <PXE_R4 network> <inverse mask>
 arp suppression enable
 vxlan 26600

interface Bridge-Aggregation53
description VIM-Controller-Node-7-DL-11-FLR
link-aggregation mode dynamic

interface Bridge-Aggregation54
description VIM-Controller-Node-8-DL-12-FLR
link-aggregation mode dynamic

interface Ten-GigabitEthernet1/0/13:3
description VIM-CTRL-Node-7-DL-11-FLR1
port link-aggregation group 53

interface Ten-GigabitEthernet2/0/13:3
description VIM-CTRL-Node-7-DL-11-FLR2
port link-aggregation group 53

interface Ten-GigabitEthernet1/0/13:4
description VIM-CTRL-Node-8-DL-12-FLR1
port link-aggregation group 54

interface Ten-GigabitEthernet2/0/13:4
description VIM-CTRL-Node-8-DL-12-FLR2
port link-aggregation group 54

interface Bridge-Aggregation53
port link-type trunk
undo port trunk permit vlan 1
port trunk permit vlan <CAN>
link-aggregation mode dynamic
service-instance <CLM>
encapsulation s-vid <CLM>
xconnect vsi <CLM>
service-instance <BLS>
encapsulation s-vid <BLS>
xconnect vsi <BLS>
service-instance <VIM_PXE_R4>
encapsulation untagged
xconnect vsi <VIM_PXE_R4> access-mode ethernet

interface Bridge-Aggregation54
port link-type trunk
undo port trunk permit vlan 1
port trunk permit vlan <CAN>
link-aggregation mode dynamic
service-instance <CLM>
encapsulation s-vid <CLM>
xconnect vsi <CLM>
service-instance <BLS>
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encapsulation s-vid <BLS>
xconnect vsi <BLS>
service-instance <VIM_PXE_R4>
encapsulation untagged
xconnect vsi <VIM_PXE_R4> access-mode ethernet

interface Bridge-Aggregation50
port trunk permit vlan <EXT_R3> <EXT_R4> <EXT_R6> <TUL_R3> <TUL_R4> <TUL_R5>

• for 500 computes (Region 5)

vlan <EXT_R5>
 description EXT_R5
#
vlan <TUL_R5>
 description TUL_R5

interface Vsi-interface<VIM_PXE_R5>
 description VIM_PXE_R5
 address <IP> <subnet mask>
 distributed-gateway local

vsi <VIM_PXE_R5>
 description VIM_PXE_R5
 gateway vsi-interface <VIM_PXE_R5>
 gateway subnet <PXE_R4 network> <inverse mask>
 arp suppression enable
 vxlan 26700

interface Bridge-Aggregation55
description VIM-Controller-Node-9-DL-13-FLR
link-aggregation mode dynamic

interface Bridge-Aggregation56
description VIM-Controller-Node-10-DL-14-FLR
link-aggregation mode dynamic

interface Ten-GigabitEthernet1/0/14:3
description VIM-CTRL-Node-9-DL-13-FLR1
port link-aggregation group 55

interface Ten-GigabitEthernet2/0/14:3
description VIM-CTRL-Node-9-DL-13-FLR2
port link-aggregation group 55

interface Ten-GigabitEthernet1/0/14:4
description VIM-CTRL-Node-10-DL-14-FLR1
port link-aggregation group 56

interface Ten-GigabitEthernet2/0/14:4
description VIM-CTRL-Node-10-DL-14-FLR2
port link-aggregation group 56

interface Bridge-Aggregation55
port link-type trunk
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undo port trunk permit vlan 1
port trunk permit vlan <CAN>
link-aggregation mode dynamic
service-instance <CLM>
encapsulation s-vid <CLM>
xconnect vsi <CLM>
service-instance <BLS>
encapsulation s-vid <BLS>
xconnect vsi <BLS>
service-instance <VIM_PXE_R5>
encapsulation untagged
xconnect vsi <VIM_PXE_R5> access-mode ethernet

interface Bridge-Aggregation56
port link-type trunk
undo port trunk permit vlan 1
port trunk permit vlan <CAN>
link-aggregation mode dynamic
service-instance <CLM>
encapsulation s-vid <CLM>
xconnect vsi <CLM>
service-instance <BLS>
encapsulation s-vid <BLS>
xconnect vsi <BLS>
service-instance <VIM_PXE_R5>
encapsulation untagged
xconnect vsi <VIM_PXE_R5> access-mode ethernet

interface Bridge-Aggregation50
port trunk permit vlan <EXT_R3> <EXT_R4> <EXT_R6> <TUL_R3> <TUL_R4> <TUL_R5>
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